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Abstract 
The polyacrylamide gel dosimeter is a three dimensional dosimeter 
developed 
to measure spatially resolved dose distributions such as those encountered in clin- 
ical radiotherapy. Previous studies have shown that the task of making a ra- 
diosensitive gel is not easy, with contamination by oxygen being one of a number 
of problems. A reliable manufacturing technique of a polyacrylamide gel dosime- 
ter has been successfully implemented at the University of Surrey. A large pro- 
portion of the research has been dedicated to eliminating gaseous and dissolved 
oxygen during and after manufacture which can have a detrimental effect upon 
the dosimeter. A study of the diffusion of oxygen into the gel dosimeter has been 
performed. The diffusion of oxygen at mole fractions 21% and 100% at atmo- 
spheric pressure has shown evidence that the diffusion is Fickian. Furthermore, 
the equations of diffusion have been solved to yield what we believe to be the 
first quantitative measurement of diffusion coefficient in this system: D= (8 ± 2) 
XIO-6 CM3S-1 . 
The relationship between the oxygen contaminant concentration 
in the gel and the NMR property R2 has been determined. This makes it possible 
to assess what concentration of oxygen may lead to an inhibition of the polymeri- 
sation thought to be in the range of 0.05 to 0.2%. Confidence in our PAG making 
ability has led to an investigation whereby the three dimensional properties of 
the dosimeter have been exploited to demonstrate patterns of dose beyond high 
and low density regions. These effects, which are predicted by accepted theory 
and calculated by Monte Carlo modelling, cannot be measured easily experimen- 
tally using other common dosimetric techniques. The study of dose distributions 
around 'simulated bone' positioned within the dosimeter have shown patterns 
which are consistent with accepted theory. However, the insertion of 'air' cavities 
into the dosimeter showed some anomolous results. Dose patterns beyond such 
cavities were not consistent with theory nor were they predicted by Monte Carlo 
simulations or by a clinical treatment planning system. These results suggest 
that the polyacrylamide gel dosimeter (in its current form) is not an ideal tool for 
showing the dose patterns immediately beyond 'air' cavities. Further investiga- 
tion into the response of the dosimeter around inhomogeneities positioned within 
the gel volume is highly encouraged. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
1.1 Radiotherapy 
Radiotherapy is a branch of medicine that uses ionising radiation to destroy 
tissue cells. The aim is usually to annihilate a cancerous turnour volume [1, 
p. 11. Radiotherapy may also used, though less commonly, to provide palliative 
treatment for some terminal diseases or, as in the case of bone marrow transplants, 
to irradiate the whole body so as to reduce the activity of the auto-immune system 
and thus to reduce the risk of rejection of the donated marrow [2, pp. 62-73]. 
The technique quickly followed the discovery of X-rays in 1895 by Roentgen [3, 
p. 442] and radioactivity by Becquerel [3, p. 61] in 1896. In the early years, progress 
was slow. It was the isolation of radium by the Curies [3, p. 455] and methods of 
X-ray production that were key to early developments. In 1925, the International 
Committee on Radiological Units (ICRU) was set up to define and measure ra- 
dioactive quantities being delivered. Wartime 1940's saw the development of new 
radionuclides used as sealed and unsealed sources (for example "Co, in external 
beam radiotherapy) and the invention of radar, which provided the technology for 
the development of the linear accelerator (linac) used to deliver collimated high 
energy electrons and X-rays. 
Radiotherapy is broken down into two disciplines: brachytherapy and telether- 
apy. Brachytherapy involves the insertion of sealed sources into tissue thus deliv- 
ering a highly localised dose to the turnour volume. Teletherapy uses an external 
source to irradiate a volume of tissue. This is most commonly done using a linac 
delivering X-rays but can also be achieved using a collimated "Cobalt source deliv- 
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ering -y-rays. However, the latter has now been largely replaced by the linac. Other 
less common therapies includes electron, neutron and proton beams. Throughout 
this thesis teletherapy will be referred to simply as radiotherapy. 
1.2 Dosimetry 
Dosimetry is the measurement of energy imparted to matter by ionising radia- 
tion per unit mass of material [4]. The primary standards for measuring absorbed 
dose are ionisation chambers [5, p. 2] and calorimeters (5, p. 389] both of which are 
independently absolute, requiring no reference to another dosimeter. The other 
dosimeter which also falls into the class of an independent absolute dosimeter is 
the Fricke dosimeter [5, p-167]. In clinical dosimetry, the ionisation chamber is 
the most widely used system. The ionisation chamber is used in an absolute way 
and given the appropriate corrections (i. e., pressure and temperature) will give 
a measure of dose. The above systems will measure the average dose over the 
sensitive region of the detector with no spatial discrimination. 
The delivery of a highly localised dose of radiation is key to the success of 
radiotherapy. The amount of radiation delivered is also crucial. Cell survival 
curves dictate the total amount of radiation and the number of fractions with 
which it should be delivered. Too much radiation will result in the destruction 
of healthy tissue, too little will not destroy the tumour volume. It is clear to see 
that the control of the radiation is vital. It is not possible to measure biological 
effects of radiation directly in patients. The measure of the absorbed dose to 
water is a well validated alternative. Oncology departments aim to deliver a dose 
of radiation to a patient to within 5% of the prescribed dose. Dosimetry is one 
link of a chain of events which aims to realise this 5% accuracy. 
Other 'relative' dosimetry systems used in a clinical environment are ther- 
moluminescent dosimeters (TLD) [6] commonly used for patient dosimetry and 
personal dose monitoring; semiconductor diodes [5, p. 2411; and film [5, p. 326], 
which is fast to use and can give good spatial resolution in two dimensions. 
None of the above mentioned can record dose distributions in three dimensions 
to a high resolution without a lengthy measuring procedure. A routine clinical 
measurement, used to acquire central-axis and off-axis depth dose data, utilises 
a computer controlled ionisation chamber within in a water bath which moves 
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throughout the volume taking spot readings [7, pp. 38-40]. 
All the dosimeters described here perturb the radiation field to a small extent 
merely by their presence. 
1.3 Three dimensional dosimetry 
A system that has the ability to measure dose distributions in three dimen- 
sions, with high spatial resolution and with tissue equivalent characteristics, would 
be valuable for some radiation therapy dosimetry situations. To measure the ab- 
sorbed dose throughout a heterogeneous volume with spatial resolution less than 
a millimetre would provide an excellent way of monitoring dose in conformal ra- 
diotherapy [8] and other complex irradiation geometry. A conformal treatment 
is one whereby the shape of the X-ray beam conforms to the shape of the tu- 
mour. Furthermore, conformal treatments often involve movement of the beam 
or the patient. It is very difficult to be certain of the resultant dose distributions 
using conventional dosimetric techniques when employing conformal techniques. 
Conformal radiotherapy provides the main thrust for investigations into three 
dimensional dosimetry. The concept of adding radiation-sensitive substances to 
water and spatially 'freezing' the dose distribution was suggested by Day et al. 191 
in 1950. Further measurements were performed by Andrews et al. in 1954 us- 
ing agar gels [10]. From this point most studies have used variants of the Fricke 
dosimeter system. 
1.3.1 Fricke gel dosimeter 
The Fricke dosimeter is a chemical dosimeter in which ferrous ions undergo 
a radiolytic reaction and are converted to ferric ions when exposed to ionising 
radiation [5, pp. 186-202]. Traditionally, the dose is calculated from the change in 
absorbence of the ferric ultraviolet absorbence peaks at 224 and 304 nm. Gore 
et al. [11] found that the difference in NMR properties of the ferric and ferrous 
ions could be used as a measure of dose. Appleby [12,13) suggested using a variant 
of the Fricke dosimeter dispersed in either agarose or gelatin gel matrices to give 
a three dimensional method of dosimetry. The dose distributions are measured 
by mapping the changes in the NMR parameters T, and T2 of the water protons 
using a clinical MRI scanner. The change in water proton relaxation rates varies 
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linearly with dose over the range of 0- 40 Cy and possibly higher [14,15]. The 
main problem with this method of three dimensional dosimetry is the loss of spatial 
resolution over a short time (- 1hr. ) The irradiated molecules diffuse throughout 
the gel matrix thus 'blurring' the image (typically by a point spread function of 
full width at half maximum of 2mm at a time of 1 hour post irradiation [15]). 
1.3.2 PolYmer gel dosimeter 
In 1958 Hoecker and Watkins (16] reported that radiation induced polymerisa- 
tion may be useful as a dosimeter. Much later, in 1991, Audet and Schreiner [17] 
reported on the polymerisation of solutions. Suggested by Maryanski et al. in 
1993, the polymer gel dosimeter (PAG) [18] was developed to address the short- 
comings of the Fricke dosimeter - namely degradation of the spatial localisation 
with time. Based upon the radiation induced polymerisation of co-monomers in 
a gel matrix, the NMR parameter T2 (the transverse relaxation of the water pro- 
tons in the system) is mapped - again using MRI. Optical tomographic techniques 
have also been explored [19,20] in order to exploit the simultaneous changes in 
optical density of the polymer gel post irradiation. The polymer gel dosimeter 
does address the problem of loss of spatial resolution over time but at the same 
time creates a multitude of associated problems - for example, sensitivity to con- 
taminants and the associated dangers [21) of handling and disposing of the toxic 
gel. 
1.4 This thesis 
The original brief for this project was to investigate the relatively new three- 
dimensional dosimetric technique - polymer gel dosimetry. The initial work would 
concentrate on establishing a manufacturing technique then to investigate possible 
ways of improving and/or using the dosimeter in radiotherapy applications. 
This thesis begins by answering some potential questions one may ask about gel 
dosimetry. 'What is it, why make it and where does it come fromT appears to be 
a suitable starting point. As with most projects, investigation into gel dosimetry 
has drawn together a variety of scientific disciplines. Most of the relevant theory 
which may be required to undertake investigation into gel dosimetry is presented 
in Chapter 2- Related theory. Split into two sections, this chapter explores the 
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dosimetry/radiation theory of gel dosimetry and then the magnetic resonance 
imaging aspect. Before embarking on the experimental segment of the thesis, 
Chapter 3 gives a more practical approach to the theory described in the previous 
chapter. The setting up of a gel dosimetry experiment and the subsequent imaging 
and data analysis are approached in a logical manner. 
The experimental segment of this thesis is broken down into three areas: 1) 
initial experiments and manufacturing techniques; 2) an oxygen diffusion study; 
and 3) an investigation into the use of gel dosimetry for looking at interface effects. 
The first of these, Chapter 4, begins with an account of the evolution of the 
implementation of the PAG dosimeter at the University of Surrey. It soon became 
apparent that the production of an effective PAG dosimeter could prove to be a 
little more awkward than first envisaged. After covering many topics including 
some safety issues, this chapter provides systematic instructions for making a 
PAG dosimeter using the current equipment at the University of Surrey. A large 
portion of this work was devoted to limiting the detrimental effects of oxygen both 
during and after preparation. 
Although mentioned in a number of papers on PAG dosimetry [22,23,24,25], 
(to the best of our knowledge) no work existed which attempted to quantify the 
effects of oxygen upon the gel. Thus, the work in Chapter 5 was undertaken 
to provide the first known quantitative study into the effects of oxygen upon 
the PAG dosimeter system. The diffusion of air and 100 % oxygen into PAG 
samples over known times was studied. Analysis of the diffusion depths over time 
enabled the coefficient of diffusion to be derived. This ultimately led to an oxygen 
concentration versus R2 curve. This curve shows oxygen concentrations inhibiting 
the radiation induced polymerisation of the gel after irradiation to varying degrees. 
The results demonstrate that very low levels of oxygen may have this effect. 
With a suitable manufacturing method having been established (Chapter 4) 
and the inhibiting effects of oxygen having been closely examined, we were in 
a position to exploit some properties of the gel dosimeter and push the current 
manufacturing techniques further. Air cavities and bone within the human body 
will cause underdosing and overdosing when radiation is passed through them. An 
advantage of gel dosimetry over most other dosimetry techniques is that dosimetry 
begins as soon as the effect of photons inside or outside the gel is encountered 
and the dosimeter which is 'tissue-equivalent' [22] does not affect the radiation 
field in an undesired way. The work in Chapter 6 explores the possibility of 
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having a gaseous-gel interface to map the dose at and beyond the interface. It is 
imperative that low levels of oxygen are maintained within the air cavities. The 
PAG dosimetry results are compared to radiotherapy treatment planning systems 
and to Monte Carlo simulations of the phantom geometry. 
Polymer gel dosimetry is a relatively new technique. At the first conference 
dedicated to gel dosimetry, entitled 'Dosgel 99', a number of potential prob- 
lems with the PAC were highlighted (amongst other dosimetric techniques) and 
also posed possible solutions. It is interesting to witness that three-dimensional 
dosimetry is a growth research area at present. The final chapter in this thesis 
discusses some of the latest developments, not only in PAC dosimetry, but also 
in other three dimensional dosimetric techniques. 
Chapter 2 
Related theory 
This chapter contains the theory which is required to have a clear understand- 
ing of the Physics behind a polymer gel dosimetry system when it is subjected to 
ionising radiation and then subsequently imaged. The chapter covers two topics 
- radiotherapy dosimetry and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). 
2.1 Radiotherapy Dosimetry 
A primary object of radiotherapy is to deliver a prescribed amount of ionising 
radiation to a tumour volume whilst sparing the surrounding healthy tissue. It is 
therefore crucial that the amount delivered is as close to the prescribed dose as is 
reasonably achievable. This is made possible by using devices (dosimeters) which, 
when exposed to radiation, produce a measurable reaction that can be related to 
the amount of radiation 
' 
absorbed in tissue. Radiation dosimetry is concerned with 
determining the energy absorbed in a medium exposed to ionising particles, and 
to ionising secondary radiation produced by X-rays, -y-rays and neutrons. This 
section will cover the types of ionising radiation used during this thesis followed 
by a definition of absorbed dose. A discussion of the relevant interactions of these 
radiations with matter and the observations expected is included. A section on 
classic dosimetric techniques is followed by an explanation of the polymer gel 
dosimeter. 
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2.1.1 Ionising radiation used 
Throughout this work both X- and -y photons have been used to irradiate a 
number of gel samples. X- and 7 photons are classified according their origin not 
their energy [3, p. 611. X-rays are the electromagnetic radiation emissions due to 
electron transitions (and interactions) and -y-rays are from nuclear transitions. In 
the work of this thesis, X-rays from a clinical linear accelerator (linac) operating 
at 6MV have been used to irradiate samples in Chapters 4 and 6 whilst 7-photons 
from an in-house 60 cobalt unit have been used to irradiate the PAG samples in 
Chapter 5. 
X-rays - electrons incident on a thick tungsten target will cause excitation and 
ionisation of the target atoms. As the atoms relax, characteristic X-rays may be 
produced [3, p. 1441. The remainder of the deposited energy is transformed to the 
target in the form of heat. The electrons incident on the target may also be di- 
verted or brought to rest when passing through the Coulomb field of a nucleus [26, 
p. 380]. The energy released through this process is in the form of Bremstrahlung 
photons, where the photon energy is equal to the loss in kinetic energy of the 
electron. 
7-rays - the -y photons used in this work are produced by "Cobalt which emits 
two -y energies (1.17 and 1.33 MeV). "Co has a half life of 5.27 years. The "Co 
source used in this work has a calculated absorbed dose-rate to water equal to 
(0.64 ± 0.02) Gy/min as of the 01/01/1999 based on data in [271. 
2.1.2 Absorbed Dose 
When dealing with the biological effects of radiation it is the amount of energy 
which is absorbed by the biological material that is of interest rather than what is 
passing through it. This is termed the absorbed dose. It is dependent upon both 
the exposure dose and upon the properties of the biological medium in which the 
energy is deposited i. e., soft tissue and bone. Before a discussion of dosimeters it 
is useful to define absorbed dose and parameters associated with it. 
Exposure [28, p. 30] is defined in terms of the charge Q due to ionisation 
created by secondary electrons formed within an elemental volume of air of mass 
dm. Exposure, X, is given by 
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Q 
dm* 
The SI unit of exposure is the coulomb per kilogram (C/Kg). 
ICRU [4] defines the energy imparted by ionising radiation to matter in a 
volume by 
E= Rj,, - R. t + EQ (2.2) 
where: 
R,, is the total of all the energies (excluding rest mass energies) of all the ionising 
particles entering the volume. 
Rout is the total of all the energies (excluding rest mass energies) of all the ionising 
particles leaving the volume. 
EQ is the total of all changes of the rest mass energy of nuclei and elementary 
particles in any nuclear transformations occurring within the volume. 
ICRU [41 defines the absorbed dose as the quotient of dE/dm, where dE is 
the mean energy imparted by ionising radiation to matter of mass dm, 
dE 
dm' 
(2.3) 
The unit of absorbed dose is the gray (Gy) which is equal to 1 Joule per kg. In 
old units 1 rad = 10-2 gray and is referred to as a centigray (cGy). 
Different types of ionising radiation differ in their effectiveness in damaging 
biological systems [29, pp. 26-28]. The most important factor in determining the 
biological effect is the distribution of ionisation and excitation events along the 
track of the radiation. This is termed the linear energy transfer (LET) and is 
specific to a type of radiation. To obtain the biologically effective dose for different 
types of ionising radiation the concept of 'dose equivalence' is used. Tile Sievert 
(Sv) is the unit of dose equivalence and is equal to the dose in grays multiplied by 
the quality factor (Q) of the incident radiation. Quality factors are based to some 
extent upon experimentally determined values of the radiobiological effectiveness 
of various radiations [29, p. 28]. Tile quality factor for X- and -Y-rays is 1. Dose 
equivalence is commonly used in radiation protection applications. 
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2.1.3 Primary interactions of photons 
When analysing a dosimeter it is important to know by what mechanisms the 
radiation will interact with the dosimeter material or surrounding materials. The 
interaction between a photon and matter is one which may expend all or none 
of the photon's energy [28, p. 501. The interaction may be with the entire atom 
(photoelectric effect) or with just one electron in the atom (Compton effect). The 
interactions predominant with high energy X-ray beams, e. g., 6 MV linac beam, 
are photo-electric absorption, pair production and Compton scattering. The in- 
teraction of radiation with matter is complex, and the nature of the processes is 
dependent upon the energy of the radiation and the atomic number of the mate- 
rial. The probability of each interaction occurring is described by the 'absorption 
coefficient' or the 'cross-section'. 
The linear attenuation coefficient is the constant of proportionality in the 
mathematical description (Equation 2.4) of the exponential absorption of the in- 
tensity of an ionising radiation beam. 
I= Io exp(-px) (2.4) 
The unit of p is cm-'. Other absorption coefficients used in nuclear physics 
are [30]: 
Mass absorption coefficient = ýý C7, n2qrn-1 (2.5) 
P 
Atomic absorption coefficient = 
L. A 
cm2 atom-' (2.6) 
p. N 
Electronic absorption coefficient = 
p. A. 1 
cm 2 electron-' (2.7) 
p. N. Z 
where N is Avagadro's number, p is the density, Z is the atomic number and A 
the atomic weight of the absorbing material. 
The atomic and electronic coefficients have dimensions of an area. For this reason 
they are often termed 'cross-sections' [3, p. 478], a. The unit of cross-section is 
the barn, where 1 barn = 10-"m'. The greater the cross-section, the larger 
the likelihood of interaction. The interaction cross-section varies with particle 
energy and the nature of the interaction, so it may be smaller or greater than the 
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geometrical cross-section [3, p. 478]. The sum of these is termed the total atomic 
collision cross-section) utot. 
atot --,,: ocom(Compton) + up, 
(photoelectric) + app(pair production) (2.8) 
atot is simply the additive sum of the different atomic cross-sections since each 
one is mutually exclusive. 
In the following discussion on primary interactions, the differential cross- 
section for each mechanism is discussed together with its dependence upon the 
incident energy and the atomic number. 
The primary interactions of X- and -y- rays with matter often involve the pro- 
duction of secondary charged particles, usually electrons. It is the subsequent 
interactions of these secondary charged particles which are to a large extent re- 
sponsible for the deposition of energy to the absorbing material. 
Compton Scattering 
0 
hi. ) 
Figure 2.1: Compton scattering - energy imparted to a 'free' electron by an inci- 
dent photon scatters the electron through an angle 0 whilst the reduced energy 
photon is deflected by angle 0. 
Compton scattering influences virtually all medically orientated X-ray appli- 
cations. The effects can be quite pronounced and are easily detectable. When the 
energy, hvO, of the incident photon is large with comparison to the binding energy 
of an orbital electron, the electron can be assumed to act like a 'free electron'. 
Any interaction can therefore be considered to be an elastic collision, with the 
recoil electron being emitted at some angle 0, and the incident photon continues 
its course with reduced energy, hv, at an angle 0 (Figure 2.1). 
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Equation (2.9) gives the energy, hv, of the scattered photon in terms its scat- 
tering angle, 0 [28, p. 290] 
hv = 
hv (2.9) 
1+ (a)(1 - cos0) 
where a =- hv/moc' and moc' is the rest mass of the electron. 
The maximum energy the recoil electron can achieve is when the photon scatter 
angle is 180', in which case: 
Emax 
= hv 
hv (2.10) 
(1 
+ 2a) ' 
The probability of Compton interaction depends upon the number of electrons 
available as scattering targets and is therefore linearly dependent upon Z [28, 
p. 531. The angular distribution of scattered photons is predicted by the Klein- 
Nishina formula [31, p. 200] (Equation 2.11). L- is the differential cross-section of M 
photons scattered into unit solid angle dQ. 
du 
= ZT 
2[131+ Coso 1+a2 
(1 
_ COS 
0)2 
dQ 01+ a(l - cosO 
][2 11 
(1 + COS2 0) [1 + a(l - COS 0)] 
1 
where ro is the electron radius. From the polar plot of the Klein-Nishina 
formula in Figure 2.2, the tendency for high energy photons to forward scatter 
can be seen. A lower scatter angle (grazing interaction) means less transfer of 
energy to the scattered electron. 
Photo-electric Absorption 
The photo electric interaction occurs between a photon and a bound atomic 
electron. The incident photon is absorbed and transfers its energy to an electron 
which is subsequently ejected from the atom [28, pp. 50-521. The energy of the 
ejected electron is given by Equation (2.12). 
Eelectron = Ephoton - binding energy of ejected electron (2.12) 
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Figure 2.2: A polar plot showing the number of photons Compton scattered into 
a unit solid angle at scattering angle, 0. The photon is incident from the left. 
The plotted lines show the relative cross sections and are the radius for each solid 
angle. Taken from [29, p-54] 
Figure 2.3: Photo electric effect - schematic diagram showing the ejection of an 
electron from a Carbon atom - this will leave a vacancy in the atomic shell which 
must be filled by another electron resulting in the emission of an X-ray or an 
Auger electron. 
The interaction with a particular electron shell is dependent upon the energy 
of the incident photon. Thus, for any cross-section of photo-electric absorption 
versus photon energy curves, a number of discontinuous jumps at energies corre- 
sponding to the binding energies of the electron shells are observed (28, p. 289]. 
Following the ejection of an electron from an atom there is a redistribution of 
electrons as the vacancy is filled from a higher electron shell level. This results 
in the emission of characteristic X-rays (dominant in high Z materials) or the 
emission of Auger electrons (in low Z materials) or both (28, p. 52]. Auger electrons 
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are electrons that are emitted at the same time as an electron, in the same atom, 
drops to a lower energy state. An X-ray is not emitted since the electron carries 
away the atom's excess energy [3, p. 276]. 
At the lower energies where photo-electric absorption is dominant, the approx- 
imate atomic collision cross-section varies approximately by: 
V 
olp, oc (hV)3 (2.13) 
where Z is the atomic number, v is photon frequency and h is Planck's constant. 
It is evident from Equation (2.13) that an increase in Z increases op, while up, 
decreases with increasing energy as E-1 
Pair production 
Pair production takes place in the field of an atomic nucleus [3, p. 520]. The 
photon is absorbed and its energy is shared between an emitted electron-positron 
pair. The requirement for this energy conversion is that the energy of the incident 
photon must be equal to or greater than twice the rest mass of an electron (0.51 
MeV) [28, p. 2941. The energy of the electron-positron pair is equal to the incident 
energy minus twice the electron rest mass, thus: 
hv = 1.02MeV + KE+ + KE-. (2.14) 
The positron electron pair will subsequently annihilate into two 0.511 MeV 
-y- rays emitted at 180' with respect to each other [28, p. 2941. The probabil- 
ity cross-section for pair production interaction, app, varies approximately with 
ZI. Probability of pair production at first rises sharply with increasing photon 
energy [28, p. 54] then settles down as energy increases. 
The interaction cross-section of the three mechanisms described above and 
the dependence upon the energy of incident photon hv, and atomic number z are 
visualised in plot in Figure 2.5. 
Given the atomic composition of an absorbing, it is possible to calculate the 
differential cross-sections of interaction of the three interaction mechanism dis- 
cussed in this chapter. For example, the composition of water is known to be 
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Figure 2.4: Pair-production - the photon is absorbed and a positron-electron pair 
are created. The positron will subsequently be annihilated. Momentum of the 
incident photon is conserved by transfer to the atomic nucleus. 
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Figure 2-5: The dominance of the three major types of photon interaction. The 
lines show the values of Z and hv when the cross-section of neighbouring interac- 
tions are equal. Taken from [29, p. 541 
H20. The atomic numbers of hydrogen and oxygen are 1 and 16 respectively. 
With this information and using the computer package Xcorn (Berger and Hub- 0 
ble) the differential mass attenuation coefficients for each interaction has been 
calculated for a range of photon energies. This is shown in Figure 2-6. 
2.1.4 Secondary interactions 
Compton scattering, pair-production and the photo-electric effect result in 
energy being transferred to secondary electrons (28, p. 501. Since the energetic 
electrons are'likely to interact with other electrons, they follow a tortuous path 
in the absorbing material depositing large amounts of energy in single ionisation 
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Energy / MeV 
Figure 2.6: The partial mass attenuation coefficients of. pair-production, Comp- 
ton scatter and photo-electric absorbence are shown together with the total ab- 
sorption coefficient for water. Data is calculated using the computer program: 
Xcom, by Berger and Hubble, Gaithersburg, MD. 
or excitation interactions. Secondary electrons may also lose energy by radia- 
tive losses, since the electrons are deflected within the absorber, in the form of 
Bremstrahlung radiation. 
Energy deposited in the absorber from the initial interactions and from the sec- 
ondary interactions contributes to the absorbed dose. However, not all the energy 
from every ionisation event will be deposited in the absorber. Secondary elec- 
trons close to the surface of the absorber may find their way out of the material, 
thus, not contributing to the total absorbed dose. The backscattered electrons 
may deposit energy outside the absorber giving rise to the phenomenon called 
backscatter. Figure 2.7 is a graphical representation of the interactions and sub- 
sequent energy deposition of back-scattered electrons. Backscatter of electrons 
is most pronounced with low energy photons and with high atomic number ab- 
sorbers [28, p. 48). The latter is observed in Chapter 6. 
When the depth into an absorber is such that the range of all the secondary 
electrons lies within the same absorbing material, electronic equilibrium is said 
10-2 10-1 100 10,1()2 
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to have been established. A difference between the number of electrons entering 
and leaving a volume is termed electronic disequilibrium. This effect is significant 
near regions of varying electron production and absorption and is observed in the 
interface dosimetry experiments of Chapter 6. It is also the main contributing 
factor to the build-up exhibited in measured depthdose curves. This maximum 
dose at depth is used to advantage in radiotherapy applications. A photon beam 
incident upon a patient will cause a dose maximum not at the skin surface but at 
depth thus reducing the dose to the skin. This is termed the 'skin sparing' effect. 
hu 
huo 
e- (KE) 
(KE- 5KE) 
(KE- 8KE) 
absorber 
Figure 2.7: Schematic of an example of electron backscatter. In this event a Comp- 
ton scattered electron leaves the absorber thus not contributing its full scatter 
energy to the absorbed dose. 
A perturbation of the lateral electron flow can result in unexpected dose distri- 
butions. Lateral electron disequilibrium exists at a point where an increase in the 
cross sectional area of the photon beam (the field size) would cause an increase in 
the primary dose at that point due to an increase in scattered lateral electrons. 
For this condition to exist the field size must be such that the range of some 
lateral scattered electrons, set in motion at the edge of the field, be greater than 
the distance to that point. Lateral electronic disequilibrium therefore increases 
with: 
1. a decrease in photon field size. 
2. an increase in energy. This produces electrons with greater lateral range. 
Thus, an increase in energy increase the likelihood of achieving electronic 
disequilibrium. 
3. the presence of low density regions such as air cavities which may reduce 
the production of scattered electrons. 
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2.1.5 Classic dosimetric techniques 
This section discusses some of the more common methods of dosimetry allied 
to radiotherapy. First mentioned are absolute methods of dosimetry: calorimetry, 
ionisation chambers and the Fricke dosimeter. These are followed by some relative 
dosimetric techniques extensively found in clinical situations. 
Calorimetry 
Calorimetry [5, pp. 389-4891 is the method of choice for the national primary 
standard in the UK. Calorimetry is a dosimetric method which measures the rise 
in temperature, caused by the deposition of energy from the ionising radiation, of 
a small mass of material. If the specific heat capacity of a material is known, then 
the absorbed dose can be calculated simply from the temperature rise. However, 
difficulties arise in the accurate measurement of the small temperature rise i. e., 
a2 Cy dose may cause a temperature rise of between 10-' and 10-3 oC. To 
achieve an accuracy of around 1% requires a temperature measurement sensitivity 
of around 10-' OC. The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) use graphite core 
calorimetry for megavoltage photon beam dosimetry. This NPL standard has a 
typical precision of one tenth of one percent. 
Ionisation chamber 
Ionisation chambers measure the charge produced in a small mass of air due 
to the ionising effects of the radiation [28, pp. 131-1571. The charges are 'collected' 
and measured using an applied potential between the chamber walls and a central 
node. Ionisation chambers are by far the most widely used clinical dosimetric 
method. Under ideal conditions, the charge per unit mass can be equated to 
exposure and can be converted to dose-to-air using the 'average energy to produce 
an ion pair', W. W is currently accepted to be 33.97 J/C over a wide photon 
energy range [28, p. 132]. 
Fricke dosimeter 
The Fricke dosimeter is one of a number of chemical dosimeters. The Fricke 
dosimeter (Ferrous sulphate, dosimeter) consists of a weak solution of ferrous sul- 
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phate in sulphuric acid [5, p. 186] in an appropriate sized container. Ionising 
radiation oxidises the ferrous ions to ferric ions via the free-radical reactions ac- 
companying the radiolysis of water [5, p-1711. The quantity of ferric ions is readily 
analysed by spectrophotometry. The optical absorption coefficient of ferrous ions 
of the 304nm wavelength is 0.05% of that of the ferric ion. The dose can be 
measured directly from the change in absorbance between the un-irradiated and 
irradiated solutions. Precisions of a few tenths of a percent have been achieved [32, 
p. 4]. 
Semiconductor diodes 
Semiconductor diodes are based upon the p-n junction [5, p. 294]. The p-n 
junction typically has an intrinsic potential of 0.7V. Ionising radiation produces 
electron-hole pairs both inside and outside the depletion region. Electron hole 
pairs created in the depletion region will be swept out by the intrinsic potential 
causing a current to flow in the reverse direction to normal current flow. Either 
measuring this current or integrating over time can give measurements of dose- 
rate and dose respectively. The small physical size of the measuring volume means 
good spatial resolution can be achieved. The measurement system must be cali- 
brated against a standard prior to measurement. Diodes typically give precisions 
of a few tentlis of a percent (32, p. 7]. 
Thermoluminescence 
Thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLD) consist of materials which, when ex- 
posed to ionising radiation, will 'store' electrons in their radiation induced excited 
energy states [6, p. 2]. Subsequent heating of the material will allow a proportion 
of the electrons to escape from the meta-stable states. The most common mate- 
rial used in clinical situations is lithium fluoride doped with either manganese or 
titanium [6, p. 32]. The material is such that optical photons are emitted as the 
electrons return to their lower energy state. This is known as thermoluminescence 
and is a complex mechanism [6, p. 101. The heating process (and photon release) 
is carefully controlled and performed in a dark environment. A photomultiplier 
tube is used to detect the emitted photons. Once a reading has been acquired 
from a TLD, the dose 'history' can be wiped by controlled heating and cooling - 
a process called annealing. In hospital applications, typical precision [32, p. 6] is 
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between 2-3 %. 
Film 
Photographic film is made from silver halide (mostly silver bromide for high 
energy use) crystals (-I pm) embedded in a flat gelatin base [33, p. 231 giving 
an emulsion thickness of between 10-30 pm. A latent film image is created by 
electronic and ionic processes, caused by the ionising radiation, which produce 
concentrations of silver crystals [33, p. 28]. Tile development process turns the la- 
tent image into a real (negative) image formed from macroscopic visible quantities 
of silver. 
Film gives dose distributions spatially resolved with high resolution in two 
dimensions [5, p. 346]. Film has the highest resolving power of any 'classical' 
practical dosimeter (around 10 microns). The relative dose is measured by taking 
a reading of the optical density (OD) at a particular point [7, p. 721. Layers of 
film can be used to create a three dimensional dosimeter, the problem being the 
attenuating effects of the film and scatter from above layers and the sheer tedium 
of sandwiching together all the layers. 
The optical density (OD) of the exposed film is calculated by measuring the 
intensity of a known light source when it has been transmitted through the ex- 
posed film. A scanning film densitometer is used to acquire many points across a 
radiographic film thus building up a two dimensional picture. 
OD = loglo 
t io ý (2.15) ýItr) 
where I0 is the intensity of incident light onto the film and It, is the transmitted 
light. OD is measured using a densitometer [7, p. 53,58]. Overall precisions [32, 
p. 8] are around 10 %. MRI PAG dosimetry compares very favourably with this! 
Of the above dosimeters, only film can provide a2 dimensional 'single-shot' 
dose map. Ionisation chambers, diodes and TLD's may be used to acquire many 
points throughout a volume to construct a three-dimensional dose distribution. 
This is both time consuming and lacks spatial resolution. However, these tech- 
niques are used clinically - the ionisation chamber being the most popular. The 
three dimensional gel dosimeter has been developed to address the long aquisition 
times and poor spatial resolution of the above techniques. 
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The polymer gel system used for this work was based upon the BANG (Bis- 
Acrylamide-Nitrogen- Gel) formula - Maryanski et al. [221. In the polyacrylamide 
gel (PAG) dosimeter, the major constituent by weight is water. This gives the 
PAG an important property of being soft-tissue equivelent [18] in terms of its 
radiation interaction properties which is essential in radiotherapy dosimetry ap- 
plications. Gelatin is dissolved into the water forming a gel matrix. Infused into 
this matrix are the vinyl and di-vinyl co-monomers: acrylamide and methylene- 
bis-acrylamide (MBA) (Figure 2.8). 
CH2 CH CH2 = CH 
II 
C=O C=O 
II 
Nlý NH 
I 
clý 
I 
NH 
I 
C=O 
I 
CH CII 2 
Acrylamide N, N'-methylene-bis-acrylamide 
Figure 2.8: The chemical structure of the vinyl and di-vinyl co-monomers: acry- 
lamide and N, N'-methylene-bis-acrylamide. 
To be an effective dosimeter the PAG must undergo, after irradiation, some 
physical or chemical change which can subsequently be measured and be related to 
dose. In PAG dosimetry the ionising radiation causes polymerisation and cross- 
linking of the co-monomers. As will be discussed, the polymerisation causes a 
change to the measurable NMR parameters of the water protons contained in the 
gel matrix. 
Free radical polymerisation 
Collinson et al. [34] performed an extensive study into the kinetics of the ra- 
diation induced polymerisation of aqueous acrylamide solutions using low energy 
X-rays and "Co -y-rays. Collinson concluded that a simplified kinetics scheme, 
assuming that the radiation induced polymerisation was exclusively a free radi- 
cal process initiated by the radiolysis of water, could explain the polymerisation 
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process. Although the kinetics of this scheme shows some anomalies [35, p. 3251, 
which may suggest other reactions, i. e., those involving ions [36, p. 22), the theory 
has generally been accepted. 
Free radical vinyl polymerisation consists of four distinct steps [37]: 
1. Production of a primary radical 
2. Initiation of chain radical 
3. Propagation of the chain radical 
4. Termination of the radical 
Figure 2.10 shows a simplified diagram of the polymerisation process. 
Step 1- production of the primary radical - Rp 
Water+-y--ýRp- 
In PAG dosimetry the creation of a primary radical, Rp-, is caused by the in- 
teraction of the ionising radiation with molecules in the gel. The probability of 
producing a radical is dependent upon the interaction cross-section of the absorb- 
ing material [31, p. 3921. In the PAG system, the highest probability of interaction 
is with the water molecules since they create a large at& compared to the other 
molecules present. This is convenient since the radiolysis of water has been studied 
in greater depth than that of other molecules [38]. 
Ionising radiation causes ionisation and excitation of the water molecules along 
the path of the radiation by the mechanisms described in Section 6.1. The ion- 
isation and excitation interactions produce free radicals and excited molecules 
respectively. 
The species produced within the first picosecond are [39]: 
H20---ffl20++e- 
H20--4H20* 
H20-1-+H2----ffl30++-OH 
e-+H20---ýe,,, - 
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Species G value 
. OH 0.300 
.H 0.063 
e.. 0.280 
H30+ 0.280 
H2 0.045 
H202 0.063 
Table 2.1: Production yield, G, of each radical species produced by -Y-rays during 
the radiolysis of water. Extracted from [39]. 
H20*-ý-H+-OH 
The above species may further react to produce hydrogen gas, -H and -OH rad- 
icals, the oxidising agent H202 or re-combine to produce water. The production 
yield, G, of each species is dependent upon the linear energy transfer (LET) of 
the radiation [39]. An increased LET increases the probability of the 'clusters' of 
radicals produced by each ionising event to overlap. This in turn increases the 
probability of recombination thus lowering the overall radical yield required for 
subsequent polymerisation. The C values for X- and 7- radiation are listed in 
Table 2.1 
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Step 2- initiation of chain radicals 
Rp-+M--4RPM- 
In this scheme, M is the monomer. The formation of a free radical on the co- 
monomer arises from the attack of a primary free radical [40, p. 4]. The primary 
radical adds to the double carbon bond. The co-monomer is now a free radical, 
RpM. - see Figure 2.10 on page 28. 
Step 3- propagation of the chain radical 
I>, 
pM.,, +M-+RpM, +,. 
The chain radical reacts with a non-radical monomer to produce a dimer radical 
which further reacts with another non-radical monomer forming a trimer radical 
and so on [41, p. 5121. A radical polymer chain will continue to 'grow' until a 
t ermination step is encountered. 
The inclusion of the di-vinyl co-monomer MBA, causes crosslinking between 
acrylamide polymer chains by the same methods described above [40, p24-25). If 
one vinyl group on the MBA has reacted with a primary radical or is part of a 
chain (radical or not), the remaining vinyl group may also react and be part of 
another polymer chain, thus forming a cross linked polymer. The 'other' vinyl 
site does not have to react and can remain relatively unchanged and unreactive. 
Step 4- termination 
P-+P- ---ý'dead' polymer 
P. + R, ---ý'deadl polymer 
Here P. is the radical polymer. The propagation step is terminated by the addition 
of two radicals. Two chain radicals, P -, can terminate leading to a 'dead' polymer 
by combination and/or disproportion ation. Combination termination is simply 
the 'linking' together of two radical monomers forming a longer polymer chain. 
Disproportionate termination results in two dead polymer chains -a hydrogen 
from one radical is abstracted by the other radical forming two dead polymer 
chains. 
The two radicals need not both be chain radicals. It is also possible for primary 
radicals to interact with a chain polymer also producing a 'dead' polymer chain. 
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Collinson [34] reported that polymerisation continued for some time post irra- 
diation which is termed the after-effect. In fact, it has been observed by Collinson 
that the polymerisation rate fell sharply during the first 10 minutes post irradia- 
tion and continuing for many days after. 
This after-effect has been reported to occur in the PAG gel post irradiation. 
Figure 2.9 shows a demonstration of this effect. Two samples (a and b) were 
irradiated to 3.3 Gy and 5.9 Gy respectively using -y photons from a 'OCo source. 
Each sample was placed into the bore of the Maran spectrometer (section 3.3.3) 
and bulk measurements of the NMR relaxation rate, R2, taken at regular time 
intervals. 
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Figure 2.9: A graph showing the evolution of R2 from immediately after irradia- 
tion to approximately 400 minutes post irradiation. 
Figure 2.9 clearly demonstrates a change in R2 over time post irradiation. It is 
thought that this mechanism is the same as the after-effect of polymerisation seen 
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by Collinson et al.. Changes in R2 over the course of days have been reported by 
McJury et al. [25]. From observations, it is recommended that the PAG be left 
for at least 2 days post irradiation prior to imaging. 
Resultant Polymer 
The polymerisation of the gel leads to two well-known measurable character- 
istics: optical and NMR. The most obvious of these changes can visibly be seen 
in the PAG gel. Regions which have received a high. dose have become increas- 
ingly polymerised thus forming macromolecules which scatter light making these 
regions visible. A polymerised PAC appears as a milky / cloudy gel. However, in 
this work we are not interested in the optical properties of the gel. It is the NMR 
properties which are exploited to create an image - this will be the subject of the 
next section. 
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2.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
2.2.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
The property of a nucleus which causes it to interact with a magnetic field is 
a phenomenon called the Intrinsic Spin. Spin, I, can take only integer and half 
integer values and is dependent upon the number of protons and neutrons present. 
Applicable to this work are the nuclei most commonly used in MRI - hydrogen 
nuclei, consisting of just a single proton and with spin I= 1/2. As with human 
soft tissue, the polyacrylamide gel dosimeter contains a high proportion of water 
and hence a high concentration of 'H nuclei. 
Intrinsic Spin means that a nucleus possesses angular momentum, P, which is 
related to the spin by: 
hl (2.16) 
where h == h/27r (h is Plank's constant). Since the nucleus has an electric charge 
as well as angular momentum, this gives rise to an associated magnetic dipole 
moment, 
A= -YP = -Yhl (2.17) 
where 7 is called the magnetogyric ratio and is a constant for a given type of 
nucleus. For hydrogen nuclei -y = 2.6752xI01 radT-'s-1. 
Interaction with a magnetic field -a quantum Model 
The magnetic dipole moment means that the nucleus behaves like a minute 
bar magnet and so will interact with a magnetic field. In the quantum mechanical 
model, It can only have 21+1 orientations when placed in a magnetic field. This 
corresponds to also having 21+1 energy levels. For a single proton (hydrogen) 
with I= 1/2, the proton has only 2 allowed orientations in an applied magnetic 
field (high and low energy states). The difference between the two states, AE, is 
proportional to the strength of the applied magnetic field, BO. 
AE = -yhBo (2.18) 
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Application of electromagnetic energy of the correct frequenCYi WL) can induce 
transitions between the energy states. WL (the Larmor frequency) can be calcu- 
lated from the Bohr equation relating the energy and frequency of a photon to 
be 
WL = 
AE 
= yBo. h 
(2.19) 
Equation 2.19 is fundamental to MRI as it tells us that the resonant frequency 
is directly proportional to the applied magnetic field strength BO. 
Sensitivity of NMR 
The net absorption of energy is dependent upon the population difference 
between the two energy levels. The fractional excess of spins observed in an 
NMR experiment can be calculated using Boltzmann statistics. All quantum 
systems 'prefer' to be in the low energy state. Thermal motions, however, induce 
transitions to occur, so that at equilibrium there is only a small excess of spins 
occupying the low energy state. For a system of N populations where Nhigh and 
Nl,,,, are the fractions residing at high and low energy levels, 
Nl,,, 
p 
(hwL) 
(2.20) Nhigh kT 
where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is temperature. 
The fractional excess of spins in the lower energy state, aligned with the applied 
magnetic field, is given by 
Nl,,,, - 
Nhigh rlWL h-yBo 
Nj,, ý 
TT- ý:::: -kT (2.21) 
Thus, at a room temperature of 300 K, with a BO = 1.5 T, the fractional excess 
is only 1.0 x 10'. Even for an impossibly small sample of only 2 million protons, 
there will be on average 999995 spins in the higher energy level and 1000005 in 
the lower energy level. It is easy to see that NMR is an insensitive technique. To 
compensate for this it is clear from Equation 2.21 that decreasing the temperature 
or increasing the field strength would be advantageous. In a clinical situation 
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reducing the temperature is an impractical option so we use as high a field strength 
as possible. As a result, whole body imaging machines have magnets with a BO 
of 1.5 to 4 tesla for clinical machines and even higher for animal NMR machines. 
Interaction with a magnetic field -a classical model 
Although the quantum model should ideally be used to investigate all NMR 
phenomena, spins with I= 1/2 can be explained using the semi-classical model. 
The interaction between 1z and BO tries to align the two. As a result It feels a 
torque T given by the cross product 
T= ji x Bo. (2.22) 
T causes the nucleus to precess about BO thus altering the angular momentum 
P 
Equations 2.23 and 2.24 describe precession of the nucleus about the direction 
of the applied field at a rate of w radians per second. The precession frequency is 
the resonant frequency (as in the quantum model) WL- 
dIL 
== WL XA (2.23) dt 
WL = --yBo (2.24) 
As with the quantum model, we have arrived at the fundamental equation of 
NMR (Equation 2.24). The minus sign denotes the direction of precession. 
The NMR signal 
In an NMR experiment it is not the magnetic moment from one nucleus which 
is observed, but a combined effect from all the nuclei within the sample, known 
as the bulk magnetisation M given by 
M= Elt. (2.25) 
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Since there is no phase coherence between all the It there is no perpendicular 
component of M to BO. At equilibrium conditions there is a component along BO 
due to the preference for ti to align with a magnetic field. The magnitude of MO 
is equal to the number of excess spins as predicted by the Boltzmann factor in 
the quantum model. The motion of M if perturbed from its equilibrium state will 
behave like ji processing about BO with a precession frequency WL. By analogy 
with Equation 2.23: 
dM 
= -yM x Bo. (2.26) dt 
To obtain an NMR signal M must first be perturbed from its equilibrium state, 
and made to precess about BO. This is achieved by applying a second magnetic 
field B, perpendicular to BO by use of an oscillating current in a coil of wire 
tuned to the Larmor frequency. The application of B, results in the magnetisation 
vector M tilting away from BO. With B, switched off, M continues to precess at 
an angle 0 with respect to BO. Angle 0 is called the flip angle and is dependant 
upon the duration of B1. If the RF pulse flips the magnetisation vector on to the 
x-y plane, it is called a, 90' pulse. A longer RF pulse putting the magnetisation 
vector in the z- plane is termed a 180' pulse. Applying B, causes the precessing 
M generate a time-varying magnetic field which induces a current in coil around 
the sample. Mechanisms known as relaxation make M return to its equilibrium 
position parallel to BO. This decaying signal, at a maximum as B, is turned off, 
is termed the Free Induction Decay (FID) signal. 
As more magnetic components are introduced, visualising the behaviour of the 
magnetisation vector becomes increasingly difficult. As an alternative to visual- 
ising the vector in the laboratory frame of reference, we use the rotating frame of 
reference. We imagine ourselves 'sitting' on the vector BO rotating at an angular 
velocity w. Equation 2.26 becomes: 
dM) 
- -yM x Bff (2.27) dt 
rot 
Providing the rotating frame of reference is rotating at the same rate as the 
processing nuclei (WL), then B, = Bff. By convention B, is usually assumed to 
be parallel with the x-axis of the rotating frame. 
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2.2.2 Relaxation 
The random motions of the magnetic moments of nuclei within a sample cause 
fluctuating magnetic fields [42, p381. Thus, the spins of nuclei interact with each 
other. Two phenomena which concern us with NMR are longitudinal relaxation, 
T, and transverse relaxation, T2. The end result of relaxation is that a magneti- 
sation vector returns to its equilibrium position Mo parallel to BO. It is the T2 
processes which are of interest to the field of polymer gel dosimetry since absorbed 
dose is found to be linearly proportional to the relaxation rate R2 = 1/T2 over a 
specified range of doses. 
The result of T, relaxation is for M to 'grow' back along the z-axis to the 
equilibrium condition MO and is described by 
dAl, 
(mz - All'o) IT, (2.28) dt 
which has the solution 
(2.29) M., = Mo + [M, (0) - Mo] exp (-tIT1) 
T2 relaxation is the decay of the transverse component, M.,, y, of the magneti- 
sation vector and is described by 
dMý,,, 
y -M,,, y (2.30) 
dt T2 
with the solution 
My (t) = My (0) exp (-tIT2). 
Equations (2.26,2.28 and 2.30) can be combined to form the Bloch equa- 
tions [42, p. 391 which are used to describe many NMR phenomena. 
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dM., M. 
dt = 'YMIJ(Bo - W/-Y) - T2 
(2.32) 
dMy my 
dt = 7MB, -, y(Bo - wly) - T2 
(2.33) 
dM, M. - mo 
dt = --YMYB. L T, 
(2.34) 
where, as above, w is the angular velocity of the rotating frame. 
2.2.3 Relaxometry and the PAG system 
There are a number of proton (hydrogen nuclei) spin sites that exist in the PAC 
system which contribute to the NMR signal. These include: the co-monomers and 
polymer, gelatin and water protons [43]. Since the PAC used in this study consists 
of 89% water, this constitutes the main proton group. 
A description of the relaxation mechanisms within the gel system is beyond 
the scope of this thesis. A theoretical link between molecular motion and spin 
relaxation was first made by Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound in 1948 (441. It 
is referred to as BPP theory and holds well for the liquid state. It will be used 
to explain the underlying principles of relaxation mechanisms within the gel sys- 
tem. Before embarking on a discussion of relaxation mechanisms it necessary to 
introduce the spectral density function and the correlation time. 
The spectral density function [45, p. 85], J(w), gives a measure of the power 
available from the fluctuations in the local magnetic field at the frequency w. 
The auto-correlation [45, p. 86], , of the state of the spins in the system over 
time is a measure of the systems 'memory'. As 'memory' is lost G (T) decays expo- 
nentially with time constant, -r,, called the correlation time. 'F,, is a characteristic 
of how long the system 'remains similar' to its original state - increased mobility 
will reduce -r,. 
Non-adiabatic contribution 
Nuclei in liquids experience random fluctuating magnetic fields due to the mag- 
netic moments of neighbouring nuclei as they undergo random thermal motion. 
The local fluctuating magnetic field may be resolved by Fourier analysis into dif- 
ferent frequencies and into components perpendicular and parallel to BO. It is the 
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perpendicular components oscillating at the Larmor frequency (WL) which induce 
transitions between the energy states. The effect of this local field in the perpen- 
dicular direction at WL contributes to both longitudinal and transverse relaxation 
with a change of energy. A schematic description of T, is given by: 
I 
(X 1ý2j(j + 1) 
VPL) + J(2WL)l (2.35) T, 
Adiabatic contributions 
There also exists an additional, dipolar, adiabatic contribution to the trans- 
verse relaxation. Each dipole interacts with its neighbour causing differing prec- 
cessional frequencies between the dipoles thus inducing a de-phasing of the system. 
In liquids, rapid molecular tumbling causes an averaging effects amongst the local 
magnetic fields. The transverse decay process is dependent upon the component 
of the local magnetic fluctuations near zero frequency i. e., on J(O). A schematic 
description of T2 is given by: 
1 
OC r, 
2j(j + 1) [J(O) + J(WL) + J(2WL)] (2.36) T2 
The form of the spectral density functions, J(w)", in Equations 2.35 and 2.36 
depend upon the particular model of molecular motion. To determine a polymer 
gel model would be very complicated and would produce many numerical factors. 
This discussion has been restricted to a simple case (as in [42]) where: 
J(W) TC (2.37) 
+ &j2, r2 
Examination of the above equations (shown schematically in Figure 2.11) shows 
that: 
e for small -r, (mobile systems) there are small contributions at zero frequency, at 
O)L and 2WL therefore T, and T2 are large; 
* for medium r, (intermediate mobile system) there are larger contributions than 
for the smallerT, therefore T, and T2 are similar but smaller; 
* for large T, (bound/solid system) the contributions at zero frequency are domi- 
nent therefore T, are large and T2 are small. 
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J(w) 
Q) 
Figure 2.11: A schematic representation of the spectral density function, J(W), as 
a function of w for three extreme correlation times. Note the large contribution 
at zero frequency at large values of -r, which contribute to T2 processess. 
V) 
log (Z. / s) 
Figure 2.12: Schematic showing T, and T2 relaxation times plotted as functions of 
WL-r, according to BPP theory. Highlighted are three extreme cases of a) a mobile 
liquid, b) an intermediate state where T, is a minima and c) a less mobile/solid 
state. 
(OL 2q 
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The variation of T, and T2 as a function of correlation time, T, is shown in 
Figure 2.12. In its un-irradiated form the PAG basically consists of monomers 
dissolved in a water/gelatin matrix. The water is considered to be highly mobile, 
thus has a long T, and T2 relaxation time. Post irradiation, a complex 'rigid' 
polymer network is formed and the water molecules become 'bound' within it. 
Many complex mechanisms are thought to happen to the gel whilst being irradi- 
ated. An attempt at describing these are given by Audet [431. Generally, with 
increased polymerisation, -r, becomes longer depending upon the degree of poly- 
merisation. Empirical measurements of the relaxation times within a gel show 
that with increased polymerisation, T, shows little change whereas T2 decreases. 
Hahn Spin-Echo 
BO inhomogeneity accelerates the transverse dephasing, giving a time constant 
T2*. At the maximum of the free induction decay signal (FID) signal immediately 
after the excitation pulse the signal S(t) is given by: 
S(t)=Mosin0exp (2.38) 
( 
T2*1 
) 
where T2* consists of T2 (an irreversible loss) and T2inhomog (a reversible signal loss 
due to magnetic field inhomogeneities). 
In 1950 Hahn [46] realised a technique to eliminate T2inhomoq. By applying a 
180' pulse after a time TE12 after the 90' pulse the spins are inverted by 180'. A 
refocusing of the de-phased spins occurs since the lagging spins are now in front 
of the leading spins and vice-versa (Figure 2.13). After a time, TE, the spins will 
be in phase again. A mirror image of the FID is observed where the peak point 
is minus the irreversible decay (T2inhomog). The peak of the mirror FID given by 
Mo exp 
f-TEý 
(2.39) ý T2 ) 
and has only decayed by reversible T2 processes. After the mirror FID the spins 
continue de-phasing as before. 
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Measuring T2 
A method known as the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill [47] (CPMG) experiment 
applies a series 180' pulses after an interval of time TE after excitation pulse each 
spaced by TE- Figure 2.14. After each 180' pulse the re-phasing of the spins 
occurs and the FID grows to a maximum (less T2 decay each time) then decays 
as de-phasing continues. This results in a series of mirror FID signals with the 
peak signal reduced each time by a factor exp(-TE/T2). The curve obtained by 
plotting the intensity of subsequent mirrored peaks against the echo time, TE, 
decays with a time constant of T2 - the relaxation rate, I/R2. 
In practice 180'y pulses are used after a 90'_- excitation pulse, this rotates the 
magnetisation vectors about the y plane thus reducing accumulation of errors due 
to inaccurate 180'pulses. 
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2.2.4 Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
So far we have discussed how a signal is generated in an NMR experiment. 
To obtain an image we must introduce methods of spatially discriminating in 
three dimensions. The aim is to detect the signal from 'small' collection of spins 
- known as isochromats - and assign a spatial co-ordinate to them. An MRI 
scanner is equipped with gradient coils which allow magnetic gradients (where 
field strength depends on position) to be produced in addition to the magnetic 
field Bo. 
In the following text, the x, y and z directions are assigned arbitrarily to the 
read, phase and slice dimensions. In practice these may be in any direction to 
create an image slice in any direction. 
Selective excitation 
Selective excitation [42, pp. 98-101] is the method by which the application of 
an r. f pulse excites only a specific region (slice) of a sample i. e., a specific region 
of the NMR frequency spectrum. This is achieved by applying the 90' excitation 
pulse simultaneously with a magnetic field gradient perpendicular to the desired 
slice. The magnetic gradient establishes the resonant frequency as a function of 
position along the chosen axis. To select an slice across the x-y plane, the magnetic 
field must be applied orthogonal to this - in the z direction. The magnetic field 
makes the resonant frequency a function of position along the z direction: 
w(z) = --y(Bo + zG, ). (2.40) 
The selective pulse excites a narrow band of frequencies, Aw, close to the 
resonant frequency of the protons in the system, wo. The width of the slice is 
given by 
Az = 
Aw 
-yGz 
(2.41) 
where G, is the magnetic field gradient strength. 
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Assuming that a 'slice' has been exited in the x-y plane, it is now necessary to 
obtain the two-dimensional information across this plane. At this point it is con- 
venient to introduce the concept of k-space. Introduced by Mansfield, k-space is 
reciprocal space [42, pp. 94-95] with dimensions length-'. 
k='yGt (2.42) 
From Equation (2.42), it is clear that k-space can be traversed over time or 
by a variation in the gradient field strength. 
This first direction, the x direction, is achieved again by making the resonant 
frequency a function of position (Equation (2.40)) by applying a constant magnetic 
field gradient in the x direction. This is known as the 'read-direction'. The signal 
detected will consist of a range of frequencies spread about WO - i. e., throughout 
k-space in the kx direction. The Fourier transform of the NMR signal will separate 
the time-dependent signal into its frequency components - from Equation (2.40) 
each frequency can be ascribed a position along the x-direction and the signal 
intensity for each frequency component can be plotted or given a pixel intensity 
number. 
A further technique is required to acquire the information in the y direction 
to complete the two dimensional data set in the x-y plane. A physical component 
which has not yet been exploited is the phase of the nuclear spins. Acquiring 
ky information is achieved by applying a magnetic field gradient along the y- 
axis for a time shortly after the 90' excitation pulse has ended. The application 
of the magnetic field gradient in the y-direction (the 'phase' gradient) causes 
a linear variation in BO in the y-direction. The precession of the magnetisation 
vectors throughout the sample are dependant upon the local magnetic field (Equa- 
tion (2.19)). The result is a variation in the rate of precession of the magnetisation 
vectors in the y-direction. When the phase gradient is turned off, the magnetisa- 
tion vectors again precess at the frequency corresponding to the read process as 
described above, however, the phases are 'fixed' compared to each other and are 
a function of position. Again, the Fourier transform is used to obtain the spatial 
information. 
The acquired FID signal from each isochromat is given by 
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00 00 
S(k, ky) p(x, y) expfi(k., + ky)]dxdy 
-00 
(2.43) 
where p(x, y) is a spin density function over the area of the excited slice. p(X, y) 
is reconstructed to produce an image by calculating the inverse Fourier transform 
of Equation (2.43) in both the x and y directions to give Equation (2.44). 
00 
S(k.,;, ky) exp[-i(xkx + yky)]dk,, dky. 
1 
2.44) P(X, Y) = 
loo 
Chapter 3 
Experimental techniques 
1. PAG preparation 
C=D 
SO_ 
3. MRI imaging 
2. Irradiating 
E: l 
4. Data analysis 
Figure 3.1: The four steps of a gel dosimetry experiment. 
A polymer gel dosimetry experiment can be divided into four distinct parts: 
gel preparation, irradiation, imaging and analysis. Chapter 4 is, primarily, dedi- 
cated to explaining the PAG preparation procedure, since it has in itself been a 
major part of the research carried out for this thesis. This chapter discusses the 
methodology of the remaining three parts of the gel dosimetry experiment whilst 
providing a practical link to the theory discussed in Chapter 2. 
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3.1- Irradiating the sample 
The PAG samples of Chapter 5 were irradiated using -y-rays from an in house 
'OCo source. All other phantoms (Chapters 4 and 6) were irradiated using X-rays 
delivered from either a Varian 2100C clinical linear accelerator (linac) based at 
the St. Luke's Cancer Centre, Royal Surrey County Hospital, Guildford or a from 
one of three linacs (Philips 75/5, Electa SL15 and Electa SL25) based at the Royal 
Marsden Hospital, Sutton. 
3.1.1 Linear Accelerator 
Electron beam 
-::: 
I 
Tungsten target (movable for electron use) 
EM Scattering foils (not used for X-rays) 
........... 
Flattening filter (for X-ray use) 
------------------------ 
------------------------- lonisation chambers 
Mirror assembly and light guides 
ead collimators 
Figure 3.2: Schematic showing the internal components in the head of a typical 
clinical linear accelerator. 
A linac may be used for photon and, if fitted with appropriate machinery, 
electron radiotherapy [7, pp. 7-81. For photon applications a thick tungsten trans- 
mission target is placed in the electron beam and a Bremstrahlung X-ray spectrum 
is produced. Figure 3.2 shows the internal assembly of a typical clinical linac. The 
energy spectrum of the photon beam is determined by the range of energies of 
incident electron beam. The maximum energy of the electron beam used in these 
studies was 6 MV. As a rule of thumb, the maximum energy intensity is approx- 
imately 2/3 the maximum energy of the spectrum i. e., 4 MV in this case. The 
flattening filter, used to create a homogeneous energy spectrum across the field, 
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and the tungsten target can be removed and replaced with a scattering foil for 
electron beam use. 
Sample positioning 
Figure 3.3 is a schematic of the gantry of a linac. The treatment head can 
rotate through an angle of 360'. The geometric centre of rotation is called the 
isocentre. Phantoms are positioned with their geometric centres positioned at the 
isocentre. A linac suite uses laser positioning guides to indicate the geometrical 
isocentre. The laser guides - positioned ninety degrees with respect to each other 
- each shine a perpendicular fan beam which creates a series of cross hairs which 
converge at the isocentre. These guides are used to position the PAC samples on 
the linac couch. 
Field size 
The field size of the X-ray beam is altered by moving the lead collimators 
positioned in the treatment head - Figure 3.2. The field size can be rectangular or 
square. Standard linac dose calibrations using an ionisation chamber positioned 
in a water bath are performed using square field sizes. An increase in field size will 
result in increased electron scatter thus contributing to an increase in absorbed 
dose along the central axis of the beam. For non-square fields the equivalent 
square field size [48, p. 142) is used to approximately calculate the output at the 
dose maximum position (d,,,,,, ) along the central axis depth dose and is given by 
Equation (3.1). 
Side of Equivalent Square =4x 
Area 
(3-1) 
Perimeter 
The equivalent square field calculation is limited to fields whose ratio of length 
to breadth is less than 2 and provided the field is not longer than 20 cm. The 
majority of experiments performed for this thesis were done so using a (10 x 10) 
cm 2 square field size. In Chapter 6a (5 x 5) CM2 field size was used to irradiate 
one of the air cavity phantoms. 
An optical assembly in the gantry head projects light onto a mirror which 
is angled along the path of radiation - shown in Figure 3.2. The light field is 
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collimated by the lead collimators (and adjustable light trimmers) so as t 
the radiation field for patient (phantom) positioning. A cross-hair is also p 
using the light field to indicate the central position of the photon beam. 
FSD 
Figure 3.3: Schematic drawing of the clinical linear accelerator. Shown are the 
FSD and gantry angle with respect to a PAG phantom. 
Focus to skin distance (FSD) 
Historically, the distance of the irradiating source (60CO) from the patient 
was given by the source- to-surface (SSD) distance. For a linac, this distance 
is described using the distance from the focal point of the X-ray beam to the 
patient surface. This is termed the focus-to-skin (FSD) distance. The FSD can 
be altered by moving the couch with respect to the treatment head. Throughout 
these studies the FSD was kept at 100 cm. A readout of the FSD is obtained 
by projecting a graduated scale onto the phantom surface. The current FSD 
is displayed on the graduation centred on the cross-hair. For a more accurate 
determination of FSD an adjustable pointer can be attached to the linac head. 
Monitor Units 
The output of a linac is set using a machine parameter called a monitor unit 
(MU). When calibrated correctly, the linac will deliver a dose, in centigray, at 
lbý 
Linear accelerator 
treatment head 
LIM 
Oil= 
ýAM 
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on the central axis of a (10 X 10) CM2 beam in a water phantom equal to the 
number of monitor units set when the FSD is set at 100 em. 
3.1.2 Cobalt Source 
I I %9 mm .............. 
60 
Co RMS 
Figure 3.4: A picture of the Hotspot -y irradiating unit at the University of Sur- 
rey. The inset shows the chamber where samples are positioned. The 60 Co rod 
assembly is shown in the schematic diagram. 
The 60CO unit is a Hotspot irradiating unit (Model: Super 3000. Nuclear 
Chemical Plant Ltd., Chematom House, West Ealing, London W13. ). The unit 
consists of a number of "Co rods encased in stainless steel tubes Positioned in a 
cylindrical geometry. Samples to be irradiated are placed in a cylindrical cavity 
(approximately 200mm high and with a diameter of 150mm) which is subsequently 
sealed. An electric winch is then used to lower the irradiating chamber containing 
the sample down into the geometric centre of the "Co rods. Samples are exposed 
for a pre-determined length of time. The start time of irradiation was taken as 
the column reached its extreme position. The time at which the 'up' button was 
: dia 130 mm 
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depressed was taken as the end of irradiation time, leading to an error of 11 
second. 
The dose rate has been calculated from previous dose measurements [27], using 
both Amber 3042 and Red 400 Perspex dosimeters, to be (0.64 ± 0.02) Gy/min 
on the 01/01/99. T. his will vary as: 
D= Do exp - In2- (3.2) Ti 
where Do is the last known dose, t is the time elapsed since. Do in years and Ti is 
the isotope half life, which for 60CO is 5.26 years. 
3.2 MRI Imaging 
All MRI imaging performed for this thesis was done using a Siemens Vision 
1.5T whole-body MRI scanner based at the Royal Marsden Hospital, Sutton, UK. 
3.2.1 Radio-frequency coils 
The RF coil is used to create the B]L oscillating magnetic field and also to 
receive the RF signal from the sarn ple as described in Chapter 2 and reference [49]. 
The coils are tuned to Larmor frequency, WL. 
Transmit and receive coils smaller than the standard whole body coils, namely 
the head and the head-and-neck coils were used for imaging the PAG samples. 
The amplitude of the current induced in the receiver coil is dependent upon the 
distance between the signal source and the coil. The closer to the coil, the greater 
the signal amplitude, whereas the thermal noise generated in the probe remains 
the same. As a consequence, it is beneficial to use the smallest coil possible to fit 
the sample to increase the signal-to-noise (SNR) of the images. 
The head-and-neck, head and the extremity coils use the birdcage coil [50) 
design which creates a relatively homogeneous BI field throughout the coil volume. 
This important in T2 measurements since the 'flip' angle 0 is proportional to B, 
and any variation in 180' pulse angles as a function of position in the sample 
would have a significant effect upon the acquired T2 values. 
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Saturation bands 
Any gel which lies outside the desired field-of-view (FOV) for imaging but is 
in the selected slice may contribute to the NMR signal, thus causing aliasing [51, 
p. 62] artefacts in the final image. To reduce the effects of NMR contributions 
lying outside the FOV, a technique known as outer volume saturation (OVS) [52) 
is used. Slice selection is used to select a saturation slice or 'band' perpendicular 
to the imaging plane. The x, y and z gradients dephase the selected band by 
simultaneously applying large magnetic field gradients for a short time. 
3.2.2 Spin Echo Sequence 
The standard multi echo clinical sequence (se-l6-8OObl3O. wkc) was used to 
image the PAG phantoms on the Siemens MRI scanner. The multi echo sequence 
acquires 16 images each with a different TE time. The TE times vary from 50ms for 
the first image through to 800ms for the last image stepping in 50ms increments. 
The pulse sequence program has been analysed and a schematic of the pulse 
sequence is shown in Figure 3.5. 
The following describes what happens with k-space in the sequence shown in 
Figure 3.5. Magnetisation is excited at t=O by applying the slice gradient and a 
90' pulse. This slice is selected as described in Chapter 2. Between t=O and t= 
TE/2 k., increases linearly from 0 to A under the influence of G.,. At the same 
time, the 180' pulse refocusses the effects of magnetic field inhomogeneities, as in 
the CPMG sequence described in Chapter reftheory. The 180' pulse inverts the 
sign of the phase so k,, is reversed at point B. The phase gradient, Gy, specifies the 
lowest point in k. and 'moves us' to point C in k-space. When the read gradient is 
turned on again, a constant line ky evolves in time, taq) during which points with 
increasing k,, is sampled. Prior to the next 180' pulse, a 'rewind' phase gradient 
returns the phases of the spins to their original state (A) thus reducing artefact 
errors arising from imperfect 180' pulses. The 180' pulse is repeated a number of 
times (e. g., 16), thus acquiring the decayed amplitude of the echo signal due to 
T2 losses as described in Section -2.2.3. 
The system is given a time, TR, in which to relax to equilibrium conditions 
after which the sequence is repeated with the phase encoding gradient increment- 
ing to the next ky (C'-D'). This whole sequence is repeated so as to acquire all 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the Siemens multi-spin echo sequence 
se_16_8OOb13O. wkc. Neither the timing or relative amplitudes are to scale. 
lines in k-space. The repetition time, TR, is a balance between signal-to-noise 
and imaging time [53]. Throughout this work, a TR of 2000 ms was used. 
3.2.3 MRI scanning procedure 
The imaging for all images acquired in the following chapters was done using 
the following procedures: 
1. The sample to be imaged was placed in the room of the MRI suite for as long 
as is resonably possible (e. g., 2 hours) to allow the temperature throughout 
the sample to reach equilibrium conditions. 'Hotspots' in the sample would 
exhibit a more fluid like response so increasing the correlation time and as 
a result the local T2 reading [54]. 
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Figure 3.6: Representation of k-space showing the loop of an imaging cycle of the 
spin echo sequence described above. 
2. Depending on the sample size, either the head or the head and neck coil are 
used. The PAC sample is positioned centrally in the coil on the MRI couch. 
To prevent movement the PAC is restrained using bean bags. A vacuum line 
removes the air from the bean bags and they become rigid thus restricting 
movement of the sample. The central position of the coil is made known to 
the MRI software by centring the coil with laser cross-guides. The couch is 
moved into the geometrical centre of the MRI scanner and adjustments to 
the field and RF pulse made automatically. 
3. Sagital, coronal and trans-axial 'scout' images of the sample are obtained 
using a fast imaging sequence. Both the image slices to be acquired and the 
saturation bands are selected by positioning computer generated 'slice' lines 
over the scout images. 
4. Prior to acquiring the multi-echo images which takes of the order of 30 
minutes, images of the selected slices are acquired using a standard spin 
echo sequence - se_12b13O. wkc: from the Siemens Vision imaging library. At 
this point corrections can be made to the field of view (FOV) and saturation 
bands applied if required. This process is repeated until a satisfactory image 
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of the required slice is acquired. 
5. The imaging protocol used for the se-12bl3O. wkc is used to acquire the multi 
echo images. Using the se_16_8OOb13O. wkc multi echo sequence, 16 images 
of matrix size 256 x 256, each with a TE incremented by 50ms are acquired 
(8 minutes per signal average and normally 4 averages used). The imaging 
time is dependent upon the size of the field of view, slice thickness and 
number of averages but is generally a minimum of 4 minutes multiplied by 
the number of averages. Multi-slice image aquisition is possible, allowing a 
number of slices (approx. n= TR/800ms) to be aquired simultaneously. 
3.3 Data analysis 
For each pixel on each parameter map the signal intensity is given ideally by 
E) (3.3) S(x, y) = So (x, y) exp 
( 
T2-(XT) Y) 
assuming single-exponentional behaviour of the material. For images aquired with 
varying T-P's 
Si (x, y) TEi In 
(S0(XIY» 
- T2(XJ) 
(3.4) 
In PAG dosimetry it is the relaxation rate R2 (1/T2) with which we are inter- 
ested. An estimate of T2 relaxation times can be performed using Equation 3.4. 
A plot of the log of the pixel intensities S(x, y) against varying TE values should 
yield a straight line with a gradient m= --! -. Figure 3.7 is a diagram showing T2 
the calculation routine. It is worth mentioning that since the PAG structure may 
consist of regions of different T2 decay times, a pixel may straddle these, thus 
giving an average T2 parameter of that region. This is known as a partial volume 
effect. 
Each of the base images are transferred from the RMH as *. ima, (Siemens 
image file format) files to the University of Surrey for analysis. The IDL computer 
language is used to read and extract information from the raw base images. 
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a) 
InS(x, y) 
TE 
C) R2 dose d) 
Input calibration 
curve 
Figure 3.7: Diagram showing the sequence of events from imaging to acquiring a 
dose map: a) acquiring multiple images using varying TE time, b) calculation of 
R2 values, c) construct the R2 parameter map and d) calibrate R2 map to dose 
map. 
3.3.1 Fitting data 
McJury et al. [25] suggested discarding the images with the lowest and highest 
TE times prior to R2 parameter map construction with the aim of reducing slice 
imperfection errors from the early echoes and reducing noise contributions from 
the last echoes. This method has been adopted and is used in all R2 parameter 
calculations. 
Calcýulation of R2 parameter maps was also done using the IDL package. A 
sample IDL program showing the curve fitting routine is given in Appendix A. A 
flow diagram of the R2 parameter map construction is shown in Figure 3.8. 
TE 2TE 3TE 4TE 5TE 
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Read base images (*. ima) 
into 3D array 
I 
Extract TE times from each 
base image 
I 
Calculate log of image intensitie., 
on a pixel by pixel basis 
I 
Plot intensity of pixel(x, y) 
for each image against the TE time 
of each image 
I 
Calculate gradient of each plot 
to give R2 parameter map 
Figure 3.8: Flow diagram of an IDL program used to convert raw MRI base images 
to R2 parameter maps. 
3.3.2 Imaging artefacts and T2 errors 
When performing a PAC dosimetry experiment using MRI as the readout 
system, the user must be aware of the artefacts that can arise. Some of the 
artefacts will propagate through the T2 calculation and give erroneous estimations 
of T2, whilst other artefacts degrade image quality. Artefacts cannot always be 
avoided, but an understanding is important so they can be taken into account. 
This section illustrates some of the main sources of error which are inherent of 
MRI. 
Radiofrequency pulse imperfections 
The accuracy of T2 estimation depends largely upon the accuracy of the 
180' refocusing pulse [55]. Imperfect 180' r. f pulses do not completely invert 
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the transverse magnetisation vector and a longitudinal component is generated. 
The amplitudes of successive echoes are affected each time the transverse compo- 
nents are refocused. Similarly, longitudinal components may be rotated onto the 
transverse plane and add to the signal intensity causing artefacts. 
Figure 3.9 shows a plot of the log of normalised image intensities against the 
respective -TE values (pixel x, y) from an acquired multi-echo data set. A linear 
regression line has been calculated. Error in T2 possibly arises from the imperfect 
r. f pulses (see also Section 3.3.2). From the data in Figure 3.9 an error in the slope 
has been calculated to give an error in R2 of ± 0.5%. This error in R2 is assumed 
for all measured R2 parameters in this thesis. Baustert et al. [53], who compared a 
number of T2 imaging sequences and T2 calculation techniques, assumed an error 
in R2 Of ± 0.3% for a similar imaging sequence as was used here. 
-1 n0 
cif 
C, ) 
C 
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TE time I ms 
Figure 3.9: Extracted signal intensities and associated TE times from an arbitrary 
point on an set of MRI images acquired using a spin-echo sequence. 
Static field inhomogeneity 
The effect of static field inhomogeneity upon T2 estimation has been studied 
by Majumdar et al. [56]. The angle of rotation of the transverse magnetisation 
vectors produced by the 180' pulse, when applied in the presence of a static 
inhomogeneous field, will deviate from the desired 180'. In addition, the vector no 
so 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
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longer rotates around the axis in which the 180' pulse was applied, but is shifted 
slightly onto an effective axis. The result of these effects is incomplete phase 
reversal, thus reducing the transverse component whilst creating a longitudinal 
component. These effects also contribute to the error shown in Figure 3.9. 
Field inhomogeneity and distortions 
Chapter 2 explained the way in which spatial information is obtained from 
an MRI scan by the use of magnetic gradients. Since the spatial encoding is a 
function of magnetic field strength, any variation in BO across the sample will lead 
to a distorted image. Materials (such as air cavities) may have different magnetic 
susceptibility [26, p. 311] than the PAG dosimeter [57] thus causing variations in 
the magnetic field. These contributions are known as susceptibility artefacts. 
Stochastic noise 
Stochastic noise arises from the thermal motion of the electrons in the r. f coil 
and from the Brownian motion of the molecules in the phantom to be imaged [57]. 
When calculating a dose map from a number of acquired images, the noise will 
'feed through' into the dose map. A measure of noise is the signal-to-noise (SNR) 
ratio in the base MR images. 
The SNR ratio can be increased by averaging over many scans. However, 
the SNR will only increase as the square root of the number of additional scans 
taken [42, p. 1731, a compromise between SNR and acquisition time must be de- 
termined. All images acquired for this work were done so using four averages. 
3.3.3 Maran analyser 
In Chapter 2 an MRI scanner was not used to image the samples. The small 
size of the samples (typically 1-2 ml) allowed use of a bench top NMR analyser 
(MARAN - MAgnetic Resonance Analyser) supplied by Resonance Instruments 
to measure the bulk T2 relaxation time of the sample. The unit consists of a 
0.5T permanent magnet and an RF analyser connected to a PC. A gradient coil 
is supplied for one dimensional profiling but was not used for these studies. The 
temperature of the bore of the magnet allows temperatures to be controlled to 
within approximately ±0.5'C of the set value. 
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3.3.4 Dose mapping 
It has been reported [22] and measured in Chapter 4 that the measured R2 
values are largely linearly proportional to dose over a finite range (0 -8 Gy). 
To convert the R2 parameter maps to dose maps a calibration curve is required. 
Three main methods have been suggested and are listed below: 
1. A calibration tube of PAC from the same sample of PAC as the phantom is 
irradiated in a water bath [58] and then imaged as described above. Linac 
central axis dose data is used to plot the R2 data against previously mea- 
sured depth dose data in water. The tube must be of sufficient diameter 
(, "Ný25mm) so scatter from the walls does not contribute to the polymerisa- 
tion. The tube must also be long enough to gather sufficient depth dose 
data (-300mm). Multiple tubes can be used with incrementing doses. This 
method produces many data points (see Chapter 4). Unfortunately, this 
method requires approximately an additional 100 mls of PAC to be pro- 
duced at the same time as the phantom. This has presented problems with 
the current technique at the University of Surrey which is limited to approx- 
imately 200 mls of PAC per batch. 
2. Maryanski et al. [22] used 1 litre phantoms for dose calibration. Each sample 
received a number of (4x4) CM2 fields of varying dose at different points 
across the sample. The R2 values are plotted against the known d""', in 
water for each (4x4) CM2 field and a calibration curve produced. This 
method cannot be repeated at Surrey due to the large amounts of PAG 
required. In addition, scatter from adjacent beams within the sample may 
contribute to the dose recorded at points in other beams. 
3. Baldock et al. [24] used a number of PAG filled vials placed in a Perspex 
calibration block. The absorbed dose at a depth below a build-up material 
was known. A series of irradiations ranging from 2 to 25 Gy were recorded. A 
calibration curve was constructed. This technique appears time consuming 
- both during the preparation stage and the imaging stage. In a clinical 
situation time is always at a premium. 
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3.3.5 Modelling 
Two methods of modelling - treatment planning systems and Monte Carlo 
simulations - have been used to predict the radiation dose patterns that arise in 
PAG samples containing inhomogeneities (see Chapter 6)- 
M-eatment planning system 
A radiotherapy department will use a treatment planning system. Prior to 
irradiation, a plan is calculated which simulates the prescribed dose to the volume 
indicated by the radiotherapist [7, p. 117]. This is commonly performed using 
simplified algorithms (in order to reduced computing times) to correct for tissue 
inhomogeneities and patient contours. 
Data is input into a planning system either manually or by using CT (com- 
puted tomography) data. Each density within the scanned volume is attributed a 
CT number. A look-up-table is generated which assigns A relative electron density 
to each CT number. This data is used by the planning system to calculate the 
absorption of photons throughout the regions in the sample. The image data set 
consists of multiple adjacent profiles, some treatment planning systems allow the 
calculation of dose in three dimensions. 
In all simulations used for this work, diagnostic CT was the preferred method 
of data entry. Two planning systems were used to calculate treatment plans 
for Chapter 6. The Target2 system (Royal Marsden Hospital, Sutton) and the 
Helax TMS 4.0 system (Velindre Hospital, Cardiff) were both used. The Target2 
system used the central CT slice to calculate a treatment plan whereas the Helax 
system uses three dimensional calculations. An advantage of the Helax system 
is that calculated parameter maps can be exported from the system and profiles 
be extracted in a similar way to the method used for MRI R2 data analysis of 
the PAG system. The Target2 system could only provide a map of isodose curves 
overlaid onto the original CT image. 
Monte Carlo simulations 
Monte Carlo modelling is the term used to describe a simulation that uses 
stochastic rules to develop a problem over time. As described in Chapter 2, 
photons lose energy in matter - usually with the production of secondary electrons 
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which further lose energy by radiative or collisional loses. The Monte Carlo code 
Electron Gamma Shower 4 (EGS 4) [59] is used to calculate dose distributions 
from the probabilities of the various interactions. The interaction of radiation 
with matter is by its very nature a random process. Monte Carlo simulations rely 
on random generators to create this scenario. 
The Monte Carlo work was performed by Mathew Willis (an MSc student at 
the University of Surrey) and by Peter Love at Velindre hospital, Cardiff. The 
two simulations are very different and are explained in the relevant sections. 
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Chapter 4 
Performing a PAG dosimetry 
experiment 
The main aim of this chapter is to provide concise instructions to allow any 
person to repeat the successful PAC preparation, using the current equipment, 
at the University of Surrey. It is vital that any person involved in the manufac- 
ture of a PAG gel should be aware of the practical safety measures that must be 
taken and so safety guidelines are given. The evolution of the implementation 
of the dosimeter at the University of Surrey is discussed starting from the initial 
experiments through to the current preparation technique. Spoilt PAC samples 
are described and commented upon - these may provide a reference of potential 
'anomalies' which are likely to be encountered when embarking on a PAG mak- 
ing programme. The dose response is key to understanding any dosimeter. An 
experiment has been performed which shows the dose response of 6 individual 
PAG samples taken from 3 separate batches. These are compared to the dose 
response curves from other research groups. A complete, successful, calibrated 
PAC dosimetry experiment is shown using the current manufacturing technique. 
Comparisons with a calculated treatment plan are shown. 
There now exist a number of different three-dimensional PAG dosimeter for- 
mulations. To date, formulations may be chosen which are based upon the BA- 
NANA [181, BANG-1 [22], BANG-2 [60), BANG-3 [61] and VIPAR [62] recipes. 
At the start of this work only the BANG-1 and BANG-2 formulations had been 
reported in the literature. An initial decision was to opt for PAG's based upon the 
BANG-I recipe. The ease of manufacture over the BANG-2 recipe (which uses 
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acrylic acid requiring pH balancing) was realised at an early stage. Since refining 
the manufacturing technique has been a time consuming process, all subsequent 
work has used a reliable variant of the BANG-1 recipe based gels. 
A number of publications have reported on conditions which may be detrimen- 
tal to the radiation induced polymerisation reaction in BANG-I type dosimeters. 
Mentioned here are what we consider to be the main variables which may cause 
concern when undertaking a polymer gel making programme. 
1. Photo-polymerisation has been seen to occur [18,221 in PAC samples ex- 
posed to light. This effect is unwanted as it decreases the radiation sensi- 
tivity of the PAG. Shielding the PAG at all possible stages alleviates the 
problem. 
2. Co-monomer concentration has a significant effect upon the gradient and 
upper and lower limits of dose response. It has been reported [54] that a 
composition of 6% co-monomers in the proportion 50% of both co-monomers 
gives the peak dose sensitivity. 
3. Photon energy and dose rate has been reported to have little or no difference 
in the response of the BANG-1 variant of PAC. 250 kV photons, 6 MV 
photons, "OCo and 192 Ir sources show no difference in their response from 
the PAG [60,651. 
4. The temperature of the PAC during irradiation is reported to have little 
effect upon the final R2 values [22]. However, a change in temperature causes 
a change in proton correlation time, T,, which increases the sensitivity of the 
PAG with decreasing te mperature [54]. 
4.0.6 BANG type recipe 
BANG [221 (Bis-Acrylamide-Nitrogen-Cel) PAG dosimeters consist of a gelatin 
matrix infused with the co-monomers acrylamide and MBA. Tile proportion of 
each ingredient by weight are: 
Water 89% 
Gelatin, 300 bloom 5% 
Acrylamide 3% 
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N, N'-methylene-bis-acrylamide 3% 
The use of high quality water devoid of organic impurities and ions for the 
manufacture of a PAG is well documented [18,22,24]. Milli-Q (Millipore (UK) 
Ltd., Watford, Herts. ) water Nýas used for all the PAG preparations presented 
in this work. This is high-grade water obtained by passing reverse osmosis (RO) 
water through a four-column organic removal unit. 
The co-monomers, acrylamide and N, N'-methylene-bis-acrylamide, are sup- 
plied by Sigma Aldrich Co. Ltd. (Poole, Dorset, UK) and are of electrophoresis 
grade. 
Impurities in the gelatin may render some gelatin unusable for preparation 
of PAG dosimeters - this cannot be avoided and bad gelatins must not be used. 
Type A gelatin from porcine skin (300 bloom -a strength indicator) was used in 
this work and is also supplied by Sigma Aldrich. 
4.0.7 Health and Safety implications 
Acrylamide is a neurotoxin - exposure to acrylamide must be kept to a min- 
imum [211. It must not come into contact with skin, eyes or be inhaled. Acry- 
lamide is a white crystalline powder - resembling sugar - that is readily dissolved 
in water. Keeping acrylamide under control when handling is quite easy since the 
crystals are moist and have a tendency to stick together rather like brown sugar. 
However, it is toxic by ingestion, inhalation and skin contact. If spilt onto the 
skin it will cause a burning sensation and attack nerves. It is a carcinogen and 
may cause mutagenic or teratogenic effects. The following handling guidelines are 
recommended when weighing out the acrylamide: 
" wear lab coat, gloves and goggles. 
" place all measuring equipment and sealed acrylamide container in a fume 
cupboard and lower the sash whilst still being able to handle the implements. 
e measure specified amount into a beaker placed on the weighing scales. 
e seal acrylamide jar, cover beaker with parafilm. Transfer beaker to glove 
box and close the lid. Wash -sealed acrylamide jar under cold water as a safety 
precaution. 
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MBA [631 is a white powder not easily dissolved in water. It is harmful by 
ingestion, inhalation and skin contact and is irritating to the eyes and skin. MBA 
is measured and treated in exactly the same way as the acrylamide. However, an 
added problem with MBA is that the fine powder tends to 'fly-away' in the fume 
cupboard airflow if handled in large amounts. 
The gelatin [64] consists of light-yellow crystals. It is not harmful - provided 
large quantities are not ingested - and can be handled and measured on the bench. 
A fully polymerised PAG dosimeter should not pose a health risk. However, 
many PAG samples contain regions of un-polymerised gel even after irradiation. 
As a result, it is advised that disposal of a spent PAG dosimeter be done by 
emptying the gel into a marked open vessel and left to dehydrate in a fume 
cupboard. The residue is then treated like acrylamide and disposed of by a suitable 
chemical disposal company. 
4.1 Initial trials 
Manufacture of PAG dosimeters has not proved to be a simple process. The 
first PAG dosimeter made at Surrey did not show any response, even when sub- 
jected to large doses in excess of 1000 Gy. Changes to the manufacturing process 
have been made at every stage during the research. There now exists, at the 
University of Surrey, a reliable method of making a PAG dosimeter with a dose 
response comparable to that of Maryanski et al. [22]. 
Maryanski et al. reported in the original BANG PAG paper [22] that the 
presence of oxygen inhibits the polymerisation process. From the initial PAG 
preparations, steps have been taken to reduce the levels of oxygen contamination 
both during and after preparation. 
4.1.1 Initial set-up 
The aim of the initial set-up was to fill small test tubes (200 mm x 10 mm) 
with PAG and seal using a Suba-Seal (Fisher scientific UK, Leicester, UK. ). The 
preparation procedure was performed entirely in a fume cupboard. Listed below 
are the brief preparation steps of the first experiment. 
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1. A measured amount of water was transferred to a 200 ml conical flask. The 
degassing procedure was initiated by purging the sample with oxygen free 
nitrogen (OFN) through a glass pipette placed into the water for approx. 
30 minutes. 
2. The water was decanted into 300 ml round bottom flask - coated in alu- 
miniurn foil to limit light exposure - together with the gelatin and a mag- 
netic stirrer. The vessel was sealed and the gelatin was allowed to swell. A 
200 mm and a 50 mrn syringe needle were inserted through the seal to act 
as inlet and exhaust for the OFN respectively. At all times the sample was 
purged of oxygen by passing OFN through the sample. 
3. When the gelatin had swelled, the flask was placed in an oil bath and heated 
up to 50'C. The stirrer was rotated at approximately 200 rpm. When the 
gelatin mixture went clear the top of the vessel was removed and the co- 
monomers added. The seal was made again and bubbling and stirring con- 
tinued. 
4. Meanwhile, a sealed test tube was purged with OFN for at least ten minutes 
with a flow rate of approximately 5 litres/min. The tube was coated with 
aluminiurn foil again to limit exposure of the PAG to light. 
5. When the co-monomers had dissolved - approx. 45 minutes for a 100 ml 
sample -a large syringe needle was inserted through the seal and some of 
the PAG extracted using a syringe. The needle then pierced the Suba-Seal 
of the OFN filled test tube and the PAG was injected into the tube. 
6. The tube was placed in an ice-water bath and allowed to set. 
Each tube made was irradiated with varying doses, sometimes in excess of 
1000 Gy. There were varying degrees of success. Some tubes showed no sign 
of polymerisation even at the extremely high doses. Some tubes showed some 
polymerisation - the PAG went a white cloudy colour. However, this method 
showed little response below 50 Gy. 
The concentration of oxygen required to cause contamination appeared to be 
markedly lower than had first been thought from the description of the preparation 
procedure described by Maryanski et al. (22]. By scrutinising the experiment it is 
likely that the largest source of contamination came from the decanting process 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic showing the initial PAC experimental set-up. 
using the syringe. Care was taken to purge the syringe with OFN and expel it 
prior to piercing the seal of the round bottom flask. This had no observable effect. 
4.1.2 Preparing multiple samples 
An improvement in the initial set-up came with the introduction of OFN 
purging tubes over the surface of the PAC whilst it was gelling. The problem 
being that only one sample at a time could be made. To allow multiple tubes of 
PAC to be prepared, a multi-tube OFN oxygen purging system was developed. 
This set-up shown in Figure 4.2 consisted of a number of syringe needles connected 
directly to a solid tube which was connected to the OFN supply. Several PAC 
samples could be blown through with nitrogen for long periods of time prior to 
and during the gelation procedure. 
The response of the PAG - although improved - was very inconsistent and 
required large doses in excess of 20 Gy to have any observable effect. Also seen 
was what looked like a settling of the co-monomers in the gel. Gels which did 
polymerise sometimes did so only at the bottom of the tube whilst the top was 
left unpolymerised (clear). It was postulated that this effect came from oxygen 
effects arising from contamination in the OFN cavity above the gel surface. This 
Oil bath 
t 
kT 
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Main nitrogen tube 
Nitrogen inlet 
Several 
purging needles Nitrogen atmosphere 
Test tube PAG sample 
fitted with exhaust needle 
Figure 4.2: Multiple tube purging with nitrogen. This set-up enabled several test 
tube PAG samples to be purged simultaneously with nitrogen. The result was 
dramatically improved dose response compared to previous experimental set-ups. 
effect appears to increase the larger the surface-area-to-volume-ratio is. For large 
samples this does not usually present a problem since any contaminated region 
can be ignored during analysis. 
4.1.3 Larger samples 
The first large (100 - 200 ml) PAC samples were manufactured using a tech- 
nique similar to the one above. The main difference being that the gel does not 
have to be decanted into smaller tubes once it is mixed. The syringe needle purg- 
ing the PAC in the flask is simply retracted above the sample surface. The sample 
is then moved into an ice-water bath whilst OFN is continued to be blown over 
the surface whilst the PAG is allowed to set. 
These larger samples were irradiated using X-rays from a linac as described 
in Chapter 3. Again, the performance of the PAC's proved to be inconsistent. 
Sometimes there was no visible response from the PAC even after receiving 10 Cy 
or more. A radical re-think of the whole gel preparation procedure was required. 
4.1.4 Examples of spoiled PAG samples 
Spoiled samples demonstrate what can go wrong during and after a PAC 
preparation. Spotting the early signs can save wasting valuable imaging time. 
The following are examples of PAG samples that have been spoiled by either the 
manufacturing process or at a later stage prior to irradiation. Observed effects 
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are commented upon. 
The MRI R2 calculated parameter map shown in Figure 4.3 was intended 
to demonstrate any build-up / attenuation effects of a block of uPVC placed 
in a PAC phantom. The sample was irradiated using -y-rays from a 137CMSiUM 
source positioned centrally under the bottle at a distance of 40 mm. Irradiation 
time was 12 hours leading to a calculated dose of approximately 3 Gy at d,,,,,, 
(taken from MSc [27] experiment) in a water sample. Imaging was performed one 
week later using the Siemens MRI scanner. Dark regions in the upper portion of 
the gel demonstrates how oxygen leakage, possibly through the vessel seal, has 
inhibited the radiation induced polymerisation of the PAC. Also clearly visible at 
the bottom of the sample is an inhibition which we believe may be due to oxygen 
(clinging' to the surface of the uPVC. 
Figure 4.4 shows an R2 calculated parameter map of a PVC bottle with air 
cavity embedded in gelatin. The aim of this experiment was to show the effect 
of the air cavity upon the absorbed dose beyond the air cavity as the radiation 
travels from right to left and was a preliminary to the experiments described in 
Chapter 6. Although the PVC bottles were supplied as 'excellent oxygen barriers' 
a definite inhibition region can be at the edge of the vessel. This region penetrates 
some 10 mm into the PAG sample. At this point the R2 of the inhibited PAG 
is very similar to that of the R2 of the surrounding gelatin, as indicated in the 
figure. It is probable that oxygen contamination of the PAG occurred between 
sealing the vessel and at time of irradiation. To limit this effect, irradiating must 
be performed as soon as possible post gelling. 
"r t- 
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Figure 4.3: The embedded uPVC PAG phantom. Clearly visible are die darker 
areas at the top and bottom corresponding to low polymerisation due to the 
possible effect of oxygen diffusing through the vessel seal (top) and from oxygen 
cclinging' to the uPVC block (bottom). 
Figure 4A R, 2 parameter map showing the possible retarditt'jon ()I' tjj(ý (111v 
to an oxygen effect. Sample was irradiated from right to left to show I)Ilild-up 
effects on the distal surface of an air cavity. 
7tt 
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4.2 Preparation of an effective PAG dosimeter 
This section describes the definitive method by which all the subsequent PAC 
samples used in this thesis are prepared. Typical weights of PAC made using this 
method are 100 and 200 gram samples (approximately 90 mls per 100 grams). 
Quantities are limited by the physical size of the glove box in which the PAC 
is prepared. Although anomalies do still arise, the technique is by far the most 
reliable one tested in the course of this thesis. Approximately one in ten of current 
preparations show some anomaly. 
4.2.1 Oxygen exclusion and monitoring 
The detrimental effect of oxygen is discussed in Chapter 5. Oxygen may 
be present as dissolved oxygen in the water and in the preparation atmosphere. 
Oxygen may also diffuse through the vessel walls or leak through a defective seal. 
Dissolved oxygen in the water is removed by bubbling oxygen free nitrogen 
(OFN) through it. The water is contained in a conical flask fitted with a Dreschel 
head. When purging the water of oxygen using OFN, a Dreschel head provides a 
large surface area for gaseous exchange thus effectively removing a large proportion 
of the dissolved oxygen [d021. A measure of the amount of [d021 present in the 
water is obtained using a [d021 meter (model 9071, Jenway Ltd., Dunmow, Essex, 
UK. ). The [d021 is based upon the Clark cell [66, p. 59-701 method of detecting 
[d021. An inherent property of the Clark cell principle is that oxygen is consumed 
during operation, thus, it is necessary for any solvent to be continuously moving 
over the probe whilst taking a measurement. The [d021 meter can be set to display 
dissolved oxygen in parts-per-million (ppm) or as % saturation with a resolution 
of 0.01% and an accuracy of ± 2%. 
Atmospheric oxygen must not be present during preparation and must be ex- 
cluded from the reaction vessel at all times - even after irradiation of the PAG. As 
a consequence a nitrogen atmosphere was created in a 'home-made' Perspex glove- 
box pictured in Figure 4.5. Measuring (90x4Ox4O) cmI, the glove-box featured 
two nitrogen inlet ports (controlled externally), a double 13 amp plug socket, a 
heater/stirrer and an exhaust port. The glove-box was shrouded in black plastic 
to limit photo-polymerisation from ambient light. The local atmospheric con- 
centration of oxygen in the glove box was measured using a Neotox-XL gaseous 
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oxygen meter (Zellweger Analytics Ltd., Poole, Dorset, UK. ) with a resolution of 
0.1%. - 
There are two main factors that determine the choice of the reaction vessel. - 
Firstly, the walls of the vessel must be impermeable to atmospheric oxygen. The 
effects of this are clearly seen in an example in Section 4.1 . 4. Secondly, the vessel 
material must have similar radiation attenuation and scatter characteristics to 
those of the PAG. Choice of reaction vessel can be a balancing act between the two 
factors. Glass walled vessels sealed with a glass stopper and sealed with parafilm 
have shown to have least effect from diffusing oxygen. However, glass does not 
have the same radiation attenuating properties of water. It has been shown that 
Barex (BP chemicals Ltd. ) material, a thin, almost oxygen impermeable material, 
provides a comparable oxygen barrier to glass [671 that is also mouldable. Barex 
was not used in these studies since it was not learnt about until the latter stages 
of the project. 
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4.2.2 Preparation procedure 
Procedure to prepare an effective PAG dosimeter: 
1. Decant measured amount of water into a 250 ml conical flask and place 
inside the glove box. Fit a Dreschel head connected to the internal OFN 
inlet (1) shown in Figure 4.5 by a short length of silicone tubing. Pass 
nitrogen through the water at a rate of approximately 10 litres per minute 
for at least 30 minutes. 
2. Meanwhile weigh the co-monomers in a fume cupboard as described in sec- 
tion 4.0.7, then transfer to the glove box in a 30 ml beaker covered with 
parafilm. Practice has shown that it is best to place the acrylamide in the 
beaker first then place the MBA on top. This prevents the MBA from stick- 
ing to the glass walls of the beaker, which causes problems in handling. 
Weigh the gelatin and place in a 300 ml beaker together with a magnetic 
stirrer. Place the beaker containing the gelatin onto the hotplate (switched 
off) and insert the temperature probe of the dissolved oxygen meter. Use a 
retort stand and to guide the probe. 
3. Close and seal the glove box. Connect to the internal OFN inlet (2) a long 
length of silicone tubing placed away from the gelatin and co-monomers. 
Pass OFN through line (2). By careful adjustment of the external tube 
clamps the flow to the Dreschel head can be kept constant whilst the main 
OFN line can be varied. Continue purging until the gaseous oxygen me- 
ter reads 0.0%, at which point the OFN flow can be reduced to about 10 
litres/min. This may take in excess of 30 minutes. Replace the Dreschel 
head with the dissolved oxygen meter, this should also read 0.0%. If 0.0% 
dissolved oxygen is not reached then the gaseous washing should continued. 
4. Decant the water into the 300 ml beaker containing the gelatin and a mag- 
netic stirrer. Position OFN line (1) inside the PAG destination vessel and 
allow purging to continue: (a) to clear the vessel of oxygen and (b) to main- 
tain glove box pressure and the zero oxygen condition. Allow the gelatin 
to swell for 15 minutes. Using the retort stand as a guide, position the 
long OFN line to blow over the surface of the water. Once swelled, turn 
on the hotplate (between settings 2 and 3) and the magnetic stirrer (set 
iotating at approximately 100 - 200 rpm). After a time the gelatin will melt 
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into a homogeneous clear mix. This should be kept at approximately 50'C. 
Practice has shown that a minimum variation of ±3'C can be obtained 
during the preparation. At no point should the temperature be allowed to 
go above 55'C as this has been known to cause auto-polymerisation in the 
latter stages of preparation. 
5. Temporarily stop the OFN line blowing over the water surface - this prevents 
the co-monomers from being blown about. Add the co-monomers. At this 
point the MBA can be helped to dissolve by folding it in the mixture using 
a small metal measuring scoop. Lower the OFN line into the mixture and 
allow a gentle bubbling to occur. Cover the glove box peep-hole. The 
acrylamide will dissolve almost immediately - the MBA will float on the 
surface eventually sink then dissolve. Allow stirring to continue until the 
MBA is fully dissolved - try to limit the amount of light pollution when 
observing the mixture. As little as 3 grams MBA can take 30 minutes to 
totally dissolve for a 100 gram PAG sample. 
6. After a time (30-50 minutes depending on the sample size) the PAG liquid 
should be clear and homogeneous. Remove the OFN line from the PAG. 
Any large movement of hands may cause a drop in pressure which will 'suck' 
in air through any faulty seals. Increasing the OFN flow rate will help to 
compensate for this effect. Decant the liquid PAG into the destination vessel 
and securely fit the seal. Wrapping Parafilm around the glass seal makes 
for extra security. 
7. Turn off the OFN supply, meters and the hotplate. Remove the PAC from 
the glove box (wrapped in aluminium foil to prevent photo-polymerisation) 
and place in an ice water bath positioned in a refrigerator. The mixture is 
to be left in the refrigerator to gel. This may take 30-60 minutes depending 
upon the size of the PAC sample. Store the PAC in a refrigerator at 4-5'C 
and irradiate as soon as possible, preferably that day as the vessel seal and 
OFN gap cannot be guaranteed to stay as intended. 
8. Remove all glassware from the glovebox, wash and clean with soap, de- 
ionised water and then rinse with acetone to remove organic impurities. 
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4.2.3 Dose response 
Dose response curves provide a means of calibrating individual PAC phantoms. 
The following calibration method used is as described in Section 3.3.4. 
Method 
Six test tubes (labelled al, a2, bl, b2, b3 and M), of length 300 mm and 
internal diameter 25 mm, were filled with PAC and sealed under an atmosphere 
of OFN. The contents of each tube with the same letter prefix came from the 
same batch of PAC. Each sample was sealed using a rubber bung and wrapped 
with parafilm so as to provide a better air-tight seal. The samples were placed in 
a large ice-water bath and allowed to gel. The irradiations were performed within 
four hours of PAC manufacture. Each sample in turn was placed in a 150 mrn 
diameter water bath on the couch of a Philips Electa SL15 linac. With the gantry 
angle positioned at 180' and an FSD of 100 cm, the sample received 400 MU from 
a 10x1O cm' field equating to 4 Gy at d,,,,., in water. The experimental set-up is 
shown in Figure 4.6. 
25 mm dia. 
Figure 4.6: A schematic diagram showing the PAG filled tube in water and the 
orientation of incident photon beam. 
One week after irradiation, the samples were imaged using the Siemens MRI 
scanner at the Royal Marsden hospital. Each sample was laid parallel to, and in 
the centre of, the bore of the magnet - the most homogeneous field. The head 
and neck coil was used to image samples 'al' and 'a2' whilst the head coil was 
j(IOY. 
10)cA X-rayfiell 
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used to image the remaining four tubes. The reason for using different coils is 
a combination of equipment failure (of the head and neck coil) and insufficient 
imaging time. Using the standard clinical sequence described in Section 3.2-2, one 
8 mm sagital slice was acquired of each batch of samples. 
Results 
R2 parameter maps of each sample were calculated from the data as described 
in section 3.3. Figure 4.7 shows the calculated R2 parameter maps of the three 
batches. A grey-scale gradient can be seen going from light to dark from the 
bottom of each sample to the sealed end. The light areas have increased poly- 
merisation due to increased dose. The data from the sealed ends of each tube 
to a depth of 20 mm can be discarded since the inhibiting effect of oxygen may 
invalidate this region. This region is of no interest when generating a depth-dose 
CII I* VV. 
Figure 4.7: R2 MRI parameter maps of six calibration tubes. The letter prefix 
denotes PAG batch. The white line of sample (al) shows the extracted ROI's 
The superimposed white line on Figure 4.7 (al) shows the vertical region-of- 
interest along the central axis which was extracted to create the R2 depth-dose 
plot shown in Figure 4.8. Each profile has been averaged over 5 pixels centred on 
the central pixel line. 
Figure 4.9 shows beam data acquired from the same linac which irradiated 
AT: 
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Figure 4.8: Extracted R2 profiles along each calibration tube. 
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Figure 4.9: Central axis depth dose data measured using an ionisation chamber 
in water irradiated by (IOX10) CM2 X-ray beam with an FSD of 100 cm. 
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the depth-dose samples (courtesy of radiotherapy physics staff, RMH) using an 
ionisation chamber, taking spot measurements, in a water bath. 
Using the INTERPOL function of the IDL package, each data set including the 
linac data was interpolated so that the R2 values were spaced every I mm along 
the x-axis up to 200' mm. This enables each R2 value to be plotted against the 
corresponding dose value every millimetre up to 200 mm. However, because of the 
difference in build-up regions of the PAG filled tubes and the water phantom data 
(possibly due to different scatter characteristics between a plane water interface 
and a that of a glass tube/PAG interface), only the R2 values after the maximum 
dose) dmaxi are used to create calibration curves. The two tubes from each of the 
three different batches (a, b and c) are shown in Figures 4.10. 
Dose response curves can be described by Equation (4.1) 
Dose = aR2 + R2(o) 
Each of the calibration curves calculated in Figure 4.10 are described in ta- 
ble 4.2.3. The dose response curves shown in this experiment are compared with 
published data from Oldham et al., Maryanski et al. original BANG and Ibbott 
using a BANG-2 recipe in Table 4.2.3 and are plotted in Figure 4.11. 
The agreement between the gradient of the dose response curves of the same 
batch is excellent. At lower doses a change in gradient will be less than at higher 
doses. This technique can be used to individually calibrate PAG samples as 
suggested by Oldham et al. [58]. The method would also provide a method of 
establishing the repeatability of PAG phantoms between batches. 
The dose response of batches a and b are comparable to that of Maryanski's re- 
ported dose response using the BANG gel formulation [22]. Batch c is comparable 
to that of Oldham (98b) using the same PAG formulation. The intra-batch vari- 
ability is good on all three occasions. However, inter-batch variability, although 
sorntimes good, can also be not so good. Variation in curves may be due to a 
number of factors, for example: oxygen pollution, organic impurities and errors 
in weighing co-monomers. We have shown that wide variations of response can 
occur by presenting only three batches of PAG - this was a very simple phantom 
shape and irradiation protocol. 
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Figure 4.11: A comparison of the calculated calibration curves and previous mea- 
sured data. 
Sample a R2(0) 
al 0.290 ± 0.03 1.04 ± 0.2 
a2 0.278 ± 0.03 1.09 ± 0.2 
bl 0.278 ± 0.03 1.06 ± 0.3 
b2 0.286 ± 0.03 1.07 ± 0.3 
cl 0.222 ± 0.02 1.22 ± 0.2 
c2 0.210 ± 0.02 1.25 ± 0.2 
Table 4.1: Calibration curve data 
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Reference Ce R2(0) Observations 
Maryanski et al. [22]* 0.253 1.28 Formulation that this work is based 
on (BANG gel). 
Maryanski et al. [60]* 0.334 1.46 BANG-2 formulation showing in- 
creased R2 response to radiation. 
lbbott et al. [68]* 0.377 1.71 BANG-2 formulation. 
Oldham (98a) et al. [23]* 0.578 1.40 Increased comonomer concentra- 
tion (total 12%). Indicates increased 
sensitivity. 
Oldham (98b) et al. [58]* 0.233 1.10 Based upon BANG formula- 
tion [22]. 
Measured data (mean a and b) 0.283 1.07 Comparable to original BANG for- 
mulation of Maryanski et al. [22]. 
Measured data (mean c) 0.216 ' 1.24 Comparable to Oldham (98b). 
*data extracted from Oldham et al. [58] 
Table 4.2: A comparison of measured and published dose response curves. 
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4.2.4 A complete dosimetry experiment 
This experiment was performed to demonstrate the three dimensional, inte- 
grating properties of a successful PAG phantom prepared using the current prepa- 
ration techniques at the University of Surrey. The PAG has been calibrated using 
the above technique and expressed as a relative dose, as is the data extracted 
from the treatment planning system. Absolute dose measurements performed by 
Cosgrove and Murphy [691 have been shown to deviate as much as 30 % from 
other dosimetric measurements. This thesis will be restricted to relative dose 
measurements. 
Method 
A 200 ml batch of PAC was prepared by using the preparation guide as de- 
scribed in Section 4.2.100 grams of PAC was decanted into a 100 ml Pyrex round 
bottom flask and sealed using a Quickfit seal and parafilm. The remaining 100 
grams was poured into a 25 mm diameter test tube of length 300 mm. Each PAC 
sample was placed in an ice water bath and allowed to gel. Irradiation of the 
phantom was performed the same day. 
(30) cd x-ray field 
-------------------- ----- 
00 t. A 
------------------- - ---- 
Plan view of phantom 
Figure 4.12: A schematic plan view of the round-bottom glass phantom showing 
the direction of the incident X-ray fields 
A line was drawn onto the top of the glass seal, passing through the geometric 
centre of the vessel, to aid positioning. The phantom was placed in a1 litre 
round water bath (diameter 180 mm) on the couch of a Philips Electa SL 25 linac 
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at the Royal Marsden Hospital, Sutton. The phantom was positioned with its 
centre at the isocentre of the linac (with the aid of the laser alignment system). 
The phantom was irradiated with a total of 800 monitor units from two (3x3) 
cm' X-ray fields (400 MU each) perpendicular to one another. The FSD was 100 
cm to the isocentre. A schematic diagram of the irradiation set-up is shown in 
Figure 4.15. The calibration tube was irradiated using a (10xlO) cm' X-ray field 
from the underneath in the same way as described in Section 4.2.3. The PAC 
phantom and calibration tube were placed in a refrigerator at 4 'C and left to 
polymerise. MRI imaging was performed two days later. 
The standard clinical spin-echo sequence was used to acquire the MRI data. 
The 'calibration' tube was placed centrally and parallel to the bore of the MRI 
magnet in the head-and-neck coil. One 8 mm coronal slice was acquired. The 
round-bottom phantom was placed vertically in the head-and-neck coil. Two 5 
mm coronal slices were acquired - one was centred on the phantom circumference. 
The Target2 treatment planning system was used to input a simplified geom- 
etry of the phantom set-up. A simulation was performed using two perpendicular 
(3 x 3) CM2 X-ray beams incident upon a round water phantom of diameter 18 cm. 
The curves of equal dose (isodose) normalised to the dose maximum are calcu- 
lated and a hardcopy printed. The hard copy has been scanned into a personal 
computer. 
Results 
Figure 4.13 is the calculated R2 parameter maps of the calibration sample and 
of the centred slice of the two-field phantom with a pixel sizes of 0.98 mm and 
0.39 mm respectively. Dark areas correspond to low or no polymerisation and 
the light areas to the radiation induced polymerised regions. Clearly seen are the 
two incident (3x3) CM2 X-ray beams - the white arrows indicating the direction. 
The central light square indicates where the beams overlap, thus contributing to 
a higher dose. With careful observation, the beams entering the round-bottom 
phantom can be seen diverging and appear skew indicating a slightly non-ideal 
delivery of the radiation. 
The calibration tube was analysed in the same way as in Section 4.2.3. The 
rj 
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generated calibration curve corresponding to the central-axis depth dose is shown 
in Figure 4.14. The equation relating R2 to dose from the linear regression is 
given by: 
R2 
= 0.24D + 1.25 (4.2) 
The R2 parameter map of the two-field phantom has been calibrated using 
Equation 4.2. A 3x3 moving average (mean) filter has been applied to reduce 
the effects of noise during analysis. Using the IDL package, filled contours have 
been generated showing the 99%, 90%, 70%, 50%, 40% and 30% dose regions. A 
circle depicting the glass walls has been drawn. The same circle has been drawn 
onto the treatment plan prior to scanning into the PC. The MRI dose map and 
the treatment plan have been overlaid and are shown in Figure 4.15. The circles 
representing the glass walls were used for correct positioning. 
Figin-c 4.13: MR1 R2 parameter maps showing: a) the calibration tube; and b) 
the two-field irradiated phantom. The white arrows indicate direction of X-ray 
beam. 
Figure 4.15 shows good correlation between the measured MRI data and the 
calculated treatment plan. Both modalities show the triangular 100 % dose region 
at a point where the two beams converge. The isodose levels 90 % down to 40 % 
show a remarkable similarity in dose levels. 
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Figure 4.14: Calibration data extracted from the calibration tube in Figure 4.13 
and calculated as per Section 4.2.3. Although a polynomial fit may give better 
agreement, the dose response is assumed to be linear for simplicity -a detailed 
investigation is required. Deviations are possibly due to the technique used. 
The largest geometrical discrepancies between the MRI dose map and the 
treatment plan arise from inaccurate positioning of the phantom with respect to 
the incident X-ray field. From Figure 4.13 the geometrical centre of the phantom 
has been calculated to be (2.7 ±0.4) mrn off axis in the (-ve y-axis) direction and 
(3.5 ±0.4) mrn off axis in the (+ve x-axis) direction. Allowing for these geometrical 
distortions gives excellent agreement between the calculated and measured data 
sets. 
Discussion & conclusion 
This experiment has shown a good agreement between the calculated PAG 
data and the treatment plan performed on the Target2 planning system. The 
relative dose distributions are compared to a calculated treatment plan of the 
phantom geometry. 
The experiment has demonstrated some of the important properties of the 
PAG dosimeter. In a single-shot irradiation measurement, dose has been recorded 
throughout a three dimensional volume with a resolution of -(0.4xO. 4) mm 2x5 
mm slice thickness. To obtain dose information using 'standard' clinical dosime- 
1 
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Figure 4.15: Calibrated MRI dose data map showing isodose levels according to 
colour. Overlaid are the isodose curves of the treatment plan data. Each data set 
has be aligned using the superimposed circle which represents the round bottom 
flask outline. 
try techniques would be extremely difficult and time consuming. The integrating 
properties of the dosimeter are extremely important, particularly if the dosimeter 
is to be used to measure dose distributions from conformal radiotherapy treat- 
ments. These have been demonstrated by showing the addition of two converging 
X-ray beams. 
It must be noted that in addition to the error in beam alignment, the dose map 
also suffers from geometrical distortions due to the MRI imaging (see Chapter 3). 
The glass walls of the vessel have an effect upon the dose distribution due to the 
effects of scatter (Chapter 2) but this is seen to be insignificant. 
i 65 mm 
II 
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4.3 Closing remarks 
This chapter has demonstrated some of the problems that can occur when 
making a PAC dosimeter. Oxygen has the most destructive effect on the action 
of the gel compared to other variables. Examples of spoilt samples are shown 
so that oxygen effects can be recognised. The steps taken to limit these effects 
have also -been discussed. A series of dose response curves has been generated and 
compared to results from other institutions. From these results it is clear to see 
that if absolute dose measurements are to be taken the phantom in question must 
be calibrated using PAC from the same batch. 
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Chapter 5 
Oxygen Diffusion Study 
The effect of dissolved oxygen upon the radiosensitivity of such gels has been 
mentioned in a number of papers [18,22,60,241 dating back to Maryanski's 
original publication. It is observed that even trace amounts of oxygen lead to 
a failure of the polymerisation reaction to occur. No detailed analysis of the 
effect has yet been published and most reports restrict their comments to the 
recommendations that oxygen should be removed from the water used in the 
gel preparation by bubbling oxygen free nitrogen (OFN) through it, and that, 
subsequently, oxygen should be excluded from the reaction vessel. Many groups 
working in the field now routinely manufacture the PAGs in nitrogen filled glove 
boxes [25,611 
. Up until now, no quantitative analysis has been made of the extent 
to which a given concentration of oxygen [021 inhibits the polymerisation process. 
In particular, no experimental data have been presented to demonstrate whether 
the spoiling effect is progressive or whether there is some critical threshold value 
Of [021 above which the inhibition occurs. 
For a given dose of radiation, the extent of polymerisation (as measured by 
R2) that occurs will vary with [021- In this chapter, we use the mechanism of 
oxygen diffusion to establish a well characterised distribution of concentrations 
in a set of gels. By performing experiments using air and pure oxygen (both at 
atmospheric pressure) and by making the assumption that the diffusion coefficient 
of oxygen (D) in the gel is independent Of [021, we obtain the first known (and 
published) measurements of D in a radiosensitive PAG and the first quantitative 
measurement of the relationship between R2 and 
[021- 
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5.1 Oxygen inhibition 
Chapter 2 discussed the kinetics of free-radical polymerisation applied to the 
PAC system. Inhibitors, such as oxygen, intercept the free-radical, creating a 
product incapable of further polymerisation [371 - Figure 5. L These inhibitors will 
completely stop any polymerisation until they are themselves consumed by the 
radiation initiated free-radicals after which normal reaction rates will occur [40, 
p. 511. The inhibition period will depend on the quantity of inhibitor present in 
the system. 
OH-+ O=O - -0-0-OH 
H. + 0=0 - -0-0- H 
Figure 5.1: Oxygen attacks the radicals. The delocalisation of electrons increases 
the stability of the free radical product which is incapable of further reactions. 
The result this must have on a PAG calibration curve would be to shift the 
curve along the dose axis. The gradient of the slope should not change, the 
polymerisation process will just be delayed until the reaction begins. i. e., all the 
oxygen has been used up. In Chapter 4 it was concluded that the discrepancies 
between batches in Section 4.2.3 were not due to oxygen for this very reason. The 
gradient of the calibration curves did show some differences which as yet cannot 
be explained. 
5.2 Diffusion 
The transport of molecules from one part of a system to another by ran- 
dom molecular motion is termed diffusion [70, p. 1]. Two miscible gases will mix 
together at the boundary by the process of diffusion. A classical experiment 
demonstrating diffusion consists of a measure of iodine placed in column. Water 
is poured carefully onto the iodine so as not to disturb the contents. The water 
and iodine are separated by a sharp boundary. After a time the boundary become 
less distinct as the boundary 'spreads' out into the water and iodine regions. After 
a time the column is uniformly coloured - an ideal example of diffusion. 
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Figure 5.2: Schematic showing the destruction of the sharp boundary between 
water and iodine by random molecular motion over time. 
5.2.1 Diffusion coefficient 
The transfer of heat through a medium is also by random molecular mo- 
tion. It was Fick who made the analogy between heat conduction and diffu- 
sion [#]p. 2)Crank. This analogy enabled Fick to adopt the mathematical theory 
of heat transfer described by Fourier. The mathematical theory of diffusion in 
isotropic media is based on the assumption that the rate of transfer of diffus- 
ing substance through unit area of a section is proportional to tile concentration 
gradient measured normal to the section. Mathematically this gives Fick's first, 
law: 
F=-D 
ac 
i9x 
(5.1) 
where F is the rate of transfer per unit area, C is the concentration of diffusing 
substance, X is the depth and D is the diffusion coefficient. The minus sign is 
simply because the net particle flux occurs in the direction of reduced concen- 
tration. For dilute solutions D is constant, however, D can depend greatly on 
concentration in some systems e. g., a highly polymerised system. D is expressed 
21 in cm s- . 
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5.2.2 Mathematical solutions 
Although the un-polymerised gel structure is complex at a microscopic level, at 
a macroscopic level it can be well described as a homogeneous substance, through 
which oxygen diffuses isotropically due to random, thermal motions of the oxygen 
molecules, with constant diffusion coefficient D. 
Mathematical solutions to the diffusion problem were first recognised by Fick 
as being analogous to the transfer of heat by conduction. Referred to as Fick's 
Second Law of Diffusion, the fundamental differential equation of diffusion in an 
isotropic medium is 
ac a2C Yt D jqX2 (5.2) 
For a semi-infinite diffusion problem with constant D, satisfying the boundary 
conditions C(x) = Co for x <_ 0 and for all t >_ 0, and with the initial condition 
C(x) = 0, x>0 and t=0, equation 5.2 can be solved [70, p. 21] to give 
C= Coerfc (5.3) 
2 V"-(-Dt) 
where erfc is the complementary error function erf(x) given by: 
2 
exp -t 
2 dt (5.4) 
Vr7-r 
in 
Thus, for any diffusing species obeying Fick's Second Law in this geometry, the 
position x corresponding to a given concentration C will advance in proportion 
to the square root of the elapsed time. 
5.3 Experimental Method 
A number of diffusion studies were made and results obtained prior to the ones 
presented here. The main problems encountered with previous trials include: 
1. Several tubes of PAG were exposed to oxygen at a different time intervals 
after manufacture. At the end of the exposure period all the tubes were 
irradiated together. The result would be a series of tubes with different 
oxygen diffusing times. However, small concentrations of oxygen present 
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in the OFN gap between the surface of the gel and the seal would begin 
to diffuse into the gel prior to opening. This would hinder the analysis of 
the oxygen front caused when the tube was exposed to the atmosphere. In 
subsequent trials, all the tubes were exposed to oxygen at the same time 
interval after manufacture and irradiated at different time intervals. This 
method largely eliminates any unwanted oxygen diffusion arising from the 
OFN gap, particularly from those tubes that would have remained unopened 
for long periods of time in the initial study. 
2. It was not known during the initial diffusion studies how long it would 
take for oxygen to diffuse over a distance. It was realised that the time 
of exposure to oxygen in early diffusion studies was too short. A problem 
that arose was with short oxygen exposure times where the initial rate of 
diffusion is fast. When the samples are irradiated it takes of the order of 
hours for the PAG to polymerise. During this time, diffusion of oxygen 
was continuing and inhibiting regions of the PAG that would not have been 
inhibited at the time of irradiation. The effect was to cause a blurring of 
the diffusion fronts, the effect being more pronounced with shorter oxygen 
exposure times. 
Fourteen PAC samples were prepared from a single batch. The PAC was 
decanted into test tubes of length 180mm and internal diameter 8mm. Each tube 
was sealed under the nitrogen atmosphere using a nominally oxygen impermeable 
rubber seal ('Suba-Seal', supplied by Fisher Scientific) and left to solidify. At time 
zero, half the samples were exposed to air and half were exposed to 100% oxygen 
at atmospheric pressure using the following methods: 
(a) "Air" samples. The seal was removed from the samples and a cold air 
blower was used to replace the nitrogen atmosphere with air. The sample was left 
exposed to the air during diffusion. 
(b) "100% oxygen" samples. A syringe needle attached to an oxygen filled 
balloon was inserted through the rubber seal. The small gaseous cavity (<5mm) 
above the gel surface was purged by insertion of an exhaust syringe needle and 
blowing pure 02 through the cavity. The exhaust needle was then removed and 
the gaseous cavity maintained in contact with the oxygen-filled balloon via the 
attached needle during the diffusion process. 
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Making the assumption of rapid gaseous diffusion when the gel was exposed 
directly to air, and that of rapid mixing in the balloon and diffusion through the 
needle for the "100% oxygen" samples, the concentrations of oxygen C21 and C100 
at the faces of the two sets of gel samples were respectively 9 mM and 43 mM 
corresponding to an atmospheric pressure estimated at 105 Pa and an assumed 
atmospheric composition of 21% 02,78% N2 and <1% other gases. This creates 
the conditions for the semi-infinite diffusion model as described above. 
The appropriate gas was allowed to diffuse into each sample for a specified 
time, t, with the tube stored in the dark at 4*C throughout. Each sample was 
then irradiated in a Hotspot irradiating unit - Figure 3.4 Each sample received a 
dose of (3.2 :L0.2) gray. 
5.4 Results 
Polymerisation occurred in regions of the gel where there was no oxygen con- 
tamination of the PAG samples, i. e., at depths to which the oxygen had not 
diffused after time t. In regions reached by the oxygen, inhibition of the reaction 
occurred. A diffuse reaction front (of approximate width 5mm) was observed op- 
tically as shown in Figure 5.3(a). By comparing how this front moved for samples 
with increasing diffusion times t, a measure of the diffusion coefficient can be 
made as described below. 
Each of the diffusion samples was imaged on the Siemens Vision MRI scanner. 
Figure 5.3(b) is an R2 parameter map showing the progress of diffusing oxygen 
from the 'oxygen' samples. The dark areas correspond to a low R2 (low or no 
polymerisation) where oxygen has had an inhibiting effect, whilst the light areas 
are high R2 (high polymerisation) regions at depths not yet reached by the con- 
centration of oxygen required to inhibit polymerisation. To increase SNR for the 
quantitative calculations, 10 horizontal profiles were extracted from the length of 
each tube and averaged in the vertical direction. Figure 5.4 shows the calculated 
R2 profiles extracted from the data-set of Figure 5.3(b) and also on the same 
horizontal scale, the data from the samples into which pure oxygen is diffused 
(the data from the sample with the shortest diffusion was discarded due to the 
'blurring' of the diffusion front as described in section 5.3. The plot shows how, 
as oxygen diffuses into the sample, a polymerisation front is created that moves 
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along with increasing diffusion time. Note how the diffuse reaction front seen 
optically corresponds to a well characterised region in which the gel R2 changes 
from (1.1 ± 0.1) to (2.3 ± 0.1) s-1. 
The next stage in the analysis is to take corresponding points from each profile. 
We make the hypothesis that at such points of constant R2, the concentration of 
diffused oxygen at the time of irradiation is the same. [In practice we choose 
the 'elbow' point indicated in Figure 5.4, as this is readily tracked for all the 
tubes. This point corresponds to the smallest concentration of oxygen that causes 
complete inhibition of the polymerisation reaction. ] Hence, we are tracking the 
movement of a constant value Of [021----: C. Figure 5.5 shows the result obtained by 
plotting depth against the square root of the diffusion time for each of the "air" 
and "pure 02" diffusion samples. Looking at Equation (5.3), we thus expect that 
x/2vfD-t is a constant and so, if diffusion is Fickian, a plot of x against Vt- should 
give a straight line. Figure 5.5 shows that this is indeed the case and also shows 
how, as expected, pure oxygen spoils the gel to a greater extent over the same 
amount of time. 
Assuming that the diffusion mechanism is independent of C and, therefore, 
that D is constant throughout the sample, a value for the diffusion coefficient D 
can be calculated. Equation (5.3) is solved for the sets of samples with differing 
initial concentrations of oxygen i. e., 21% (air) and 100%, on the basis that the 
elbow point tracked represents the same value of C in each case. 
Celbow = C2, erfc 
X21 
= Clooerfc 
X100 (5.5) 
2 -vl-(-Dt) 2 V/"(-Dt) 
where C21 and C100 are the concentrations at the gel surface, and 12, and x1oo are 
the depths attained by the diffusing oxygen in a total diffusion time t. 
Using the computer mathematics package Maple V Release 5 (Waterloo Maple 
Inc., London), Equation (5.5) can be solved for D. Whilst one may do this for 
any two points on the lines in Figure 5.5, in practice, we use the gradients of 
the two lines M21 and mloo. We can eliminate the absolute concentration from 
Equation (5.5) since C21 = 0.21C, oo and solve for D in 
0.2lerfc M21 erfc 
mloo (5.6) iV-D iV-D' 
A diffusion coefficient of D= (8 ± 2) X 10-6 CM2S-1 was calculated. The error was 
estimated from: (a) uncertainties in the measured depths (± 2mm random error 
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Figure 5.3: (a) Optical image and (b) MRI R2 parameter map of 100% 02 'diffusion' 
samples described in text. From left to right, the diffusion times are 25,44.5,69, 
99.75,143.5 and 187.5 hours. Dark areas correspond to low and light areas to 
high polymerisation. 
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Figure 5.4: R2 profiles extracted from the MRI parameter maps for 21% 02 (top) 
and 100% 02 (bottom) diffusion samples. At shallow depths the evaporation of 
water from the PAC has resulted in increased R2 values. The diffusion fronts are 
shown advancing with increased time. 
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Figure 5.5: Plot of relationship between the position of the elbow point in Fig- 
ure 5.4 and the square root of diffusion time for "air" and "100% 0211 samples. 
The large data points account for an error in position of ±2 mm. The linearity of 
this graph is consistent with Fickian diffusion of oxygen in the gel. 
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Figure 5.6: Concentration curves obtained using the calculated value of D for the 
times corresponding to each of the profiles in Figure 5.4. Concentration profiles 
for the 100% 02 samples are shown as thick solid lines and for air samples as thin 
solid lines. 
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Figure 5.7: Quantitative relationship between R2 and [021. The thin solid curve 
represents the mean of the relationship derived from the last 5 profiles of the 
'air' data and the thick solid curve represents the same for the '100% 02' data. 
Representative y error bars are drawn and correspond to the standard deviation 
of the experimental data. The x error bar shows the systematic uncertainty in 
absolute 02 concentration for the "elbow" point tracked. It is calculated by 
propagation of the error in D. This error will affect all the points on the curve 
in a way that can be calculated from Equation (5.3). The 02 scale is given as a 
fraction of C100, i. e., to obtain the concentration in mM, multiply by 43mM. 
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in each measured point - excluding the constant systematic offset mentioned 
in the discussion), leading to a 1.5% error in the gradients M21 and mloo; (b) 
uncertainties in the concentrations C21 and C100, leading to a value for the constant 
in Equation (5.6) of 0.21 ± 0.02. 
The final stage of the analysis involves applying Equation (5.3) with the now 
known value of D. Figure 5.6 shows the calculated variation of oxygen concen- 
tration of 21% and 100% 02 at varying depths through the gel for the 6 mea- 
sured diffusion times. Figure 5.7 shows how the combination of data from the R2 
profile plots (Figure 5.4) and the calculated concentration against depth curves 
(Figure 5.6) enables the generation of curves showing the variation of R2 values 
against absolute [021 concentration for a given dose of 3.2 gray. 
5.5 Discussion 
A number of sources of error are inherent in the experimental design. This 
section outlines the steps taken to reduce these effects, suggests ways in which they 
may be further reduced in subsequent experiments and discusses the implications 
of the results. 
1. There was no forced circulation of air during the diffusion period and so, as 
the diffusion takes place, the concentration of oxygen in the air space above 
the PAG may have decreased leading to an uncertainty in C21. Although 
the distance from the meniscus to the tube opening was less than 5mm, the 
authors suggest that a method of constantly moving air over the surface, to 
maintain the constant value of C21 might usefully be employed in further 
studies. A similar difficulty may be caused with the oxygen balloon method 
of providing a 100% oxygen atmosphere leading to a reduction of C100 com- 
pared with our assumed value. A particular problem may be the rate Of 02 
diffusion down the syringe needle connecting the balloon to the gel. Addi- 
tionally N2 may diffuse across the balloon walls, thus reducing C100 further. 
Although the small nitrogen cavities were initially purged thoroughly with 
02 there was no simple method of measuring directly C100 above the gel. 
Our error estimates on D allow for a variation of 10% in the ratio C211Coo. 
2. The free radical polymerisation of the PAC is known to take place on a time 
scale of hours [25]. In order that the polymerised gels represent an accurate 
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record of the [021 at the time of irradiation, it is important that tdiff > 
tpolym. The after effect caused by oxygen diffusion post irradiation presents 
potential anomalies with the diffusion results. Samples with lower diffusion 
times are particularly affected. Consider for instance, a sample which is 
irradiated after just one hour of diffusion. During the reaction period, which 
may be several hours long, the oxygen front advances far, with respect to 
the progress made during the initial hour, whilst consuming free radicals 
produced by the radiation. This will inhibit polymerisation and present a 
distorted readout. By contrast, after a diffusion time of, say 100 hours, any 
further advance of the oxygen front during tpolym is negligible because of 
the x oc Vit-diff relation. Figure 5.4 demonstrates this effect well. The shape 
of the early profile is significantly different to the others. This potential 
source of error was reduced by increasing the diffusion times considerably 
compared with previous trial experiments. 
3. The R2 profiles shown in Figure 5.6 have increased R2 values around the 
meniscus of the samples. This is due to the evaporation of water and drying 
out of the PAG. This is more evident with the samples which were open to 
air rather than the 100% diffusion samples. This is as would be expected 
since the oxygen balloons limit evaporation once a given level of humidity 
is reached. 
4. Averaging in a vertical direction across the tubes causes a loss of signal to 
noise around the meniscus. As a result, the depth of diffusion was taken to be 
from the bottom of the meniscus in the centre of the sample for every sample. 
We note empirically that there are non-zero y-intercept (1.5mm for the "air" 
samples and 3mm for the "100% 0271 samples). These small errors remain 
to be adequately explained but may be due to: (a) Uncertainties in the true 
meniscus position - note that a single MRI slice of width 12mm encompassed 
tile entire tube; (b) diffusion across the curved meniscus surfaces, which is 
not considered in our model. 
5. Throughout the analysis of the data, the diffusion coefficient D was assumed 
to be concentration independent due to the relatively small concentrations 
of oxygen involved. However, it is known [70, p. 11] that vapour diffusion into 
polymers can be concentration dependent. Removing our assumption would 
require considerable revision of the experiments and subsequent analysis. 
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The absolute oxygen concentrations in the gel would have to be measured. 
6. A key difficulty of the method outlined in this chapter is that it relies on 
an indirect method of measuring (021 in the gel. However, no convenient 
method of monitoring [021 remotely exists. Commercial oxygen meters 
based on electrochemical methods rely on a continuously circulating so- 
lution. 
7. The final result, as expressed in Figure 5.7, shows how the estimated 25% 
error in D has a significant effect (as shown by the large horizontal error 
bar) on the R2 versus [021 curve. Note that this is a systematic error in 
our calculation of the curve as a whole, rather than a random error in each 
point on it. Although there is still some uncertainty in the absolute values 
(in the range 0.1 to 0.5%), the results are entirely consistent with our own 
experience in manufacturing such gels and anecdotal reports from other 
groups. 
8. Notwithstanding the provisos mentioned above, we are confident that the 
method we have chosen gives results which, with the estimated errors as 
quoted, will be useful to the gel dosimetry community. Given that direct 
measurement Of [021 is not possible, we suggest that if verification is re- 
quired, the following, complementary, method of quantifying the effect of 
[021 may be possible. PAG is decanted into test tubes with a small OFN 
cavity above the PAG surface. A known volume of oxygen is injected into 
the cavity. Diffusion is allowed to progress for a long period (large number 
of weeks) until equilibrium is reached, after which the samples are all irra- 
diated with a constant dose. As the quantity of oxygen injected and the 
volume of PAG are known, values of R2 for varying levels Of [021 can be 
plotted. However, as well as being much slower than the method used in 
this paper, the suggested experiment, too, has potentially large sources of 
error: (i) How long should the samples be left to reach equilibrium? (ii) 
With what accuracy can the small volumes of injected oxygen can be mea- 
sured? (iii) What is the partition coefficient of the injected oxygen between 
the gas cavity and the gel volume? (iv) How do we ensure that all samples 
receive precisely the same radiation dose? 
9. The implications of these findings for polymer gel dosimetry allow us (a) 
to make recommendations about the extent to which a PAG exposed to 
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air will be spoiled; and (b) to evaluate the technique suggested in (McJury 
et al. [25j) of arresting further polymerisation after irradiation by exposure 
to air. For example, from Figure 5.7, severe contamination by oxygen occurs 
at levels of 0.05 - 0.2%. Solving the diffusion equation (5.3) for a time of 24 
hours shows that a 0.05% concentration penetrates 36 mm if the sample is 
exposed to air for a day. From this we conclude that: (a) if exposure occurs 
before irradiation the sample will be spoiled to varying degrees down to 
approximately 36 mm, rendering this region useless as a dosimeter. Given 
the diffusion coefficient for oxygen through the permeable walls of a con- 
tainer and the wall thickness, it would also be possible to calculate in a 
similar fashion the 'shelf-life' of an un-irradiated but sealed flask of gel. (b) 
a corresponding calculation for 100% oxygen shows that if one attempts to 
(que nch' the polymerisation by exposure to oxygen, depths below 41 mm 
will still be reacting un-quenched after a day, while superficial layers will 
have the polymerisation reaction inhibited after only a few hours. This will 
lead to artifactual gradients of R2. Thus, using oxygen diffusion to arrest 
polymerisation is shown not to be a feasible option since D is too low. 
In addition we have shown that the oxygen effect is progressive and thus that 
it has the potential to cause subtle changes in the measured dose map, that 
might not be easily diagnosed. Since the edge of a sample, where oxygen 
effects are most likely to be observed, is often also the location where the 
incident radiation field is weakest (e. g., in a beam penumbra), considerable 
care is needed to establish that the R2 value measured is indeed due solely 
. 
to the absorbed dose and that the sensitivity of the gel to low doses has not 
been compromised by oxygen contamination. 
5.6 Conclusion 
The results presented in this chapter are the first quantitative analysis of the 
diffusion of oxygen and the effect of increasing concentrations of oxygen in the 
PAG. 
The diffusion study has provided a method of looking at the progress of the 
oxygen front as it moves through the gel over time. From the data obtained a 
value for the diffusion coefficient D has been calculated to be (8 ± 2) x10-6 
cm 2 S-I under the assumption that the diffusion is concentration independent. 
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This method has been used to measure a quantitative relation between oxygen 
concentration and its inhibitory effect on gel polymerisation. From the analysis it 
can be seen that very low levels of oxygen contamination (0.05 - 0.3) % can have 
an inhibiting effect upon the PAG. 
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Chapter 6 
Dosimetry around 
Inhomogeneities 
The human body is not a homogeneous volume. Amongst other things, it 
consists of soft tissue of varying densities, air cavities and a variety of different 
density bones and cartilage. In certain experiments, a single elemental composi- 
tion may be used to represent a group of similar body tissues [71]. For simplicity, 
densities throughout the body have been sub-divided into three distinct densities 
throughout this work. They are: cortical bone, water (soft tissue and PAC) and 
air (nitrogen). 
An area that has not yet been exploited in the field of PAG dosimetry is the 
effect of inhomogeneous volumes positioned within the gel dosimeter. Since the 
PAG dosimeter is a volume and records the deposition of energy in 3 dimensions 
it provides an ideal method of dosimetry beyond or around objects inserted into 
it. These inhomogeneous regions may be used to simulate low or high-density 
regions within the human body. 
6.1 Effects of Inhomogeneities 
A photon beam passing through the human body will undergo interactions 
as described in Chapter 2. The type of interaction will depend upon the energy 
(E) of the incident photon and upon the atomic composition (Z) of the absorbing 
material. Of concern to a clinical oncologist is the over-dosing and under-dosing 
close to the interfaces between regions of different compositions. The resultant 
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dose distribution may cause: a) an increased dose to healthy tissue or to a radia- 
tion sensitive area (such as the spinal cord) or b) a reduced dose compared to the 
prescribed dose in all or in part of the tumour volume. Both effects are clinically 
undesirable. Current treatment planning (TP) systems are not equipped with 
algorithms that take into account these effects. 
Three important scenarios which give rise to overdose and underdose effects 
are: 
1. Water (soft tissue) to bone interface 
2. Bone to water (soft tissue) interface 
3. Air cavity in water (soft tissue) or bone 
Each one will be discussed in turn. 
Water-bone interface - the dose distribution at the water-bone interface can 
be described by dividing the secondary electron fluence into forward and backward 
streaming components. Backscattered electron fluence increases with increasing 
Z. Since bone (Z,,, g = 10-8) has a higher Z than water 
(Z,,, 
_, = 
7.22), an over-dose 
region will be observed extending into the water at the water-bone interface. 
Bone-water interface - as with the water-bone interface, the backward stream- 
ing electrons due to the bone will result in a sudden underdosing as the ionising 
radiation enters the water. However, Compton scattering is the dominant in- 
teraction mechanism at the energies used in radiotherapy and is proportional to 
electron density. Therefore, water having the higher mass energy absorption co- 
efficient (plp = 3.4 x 10-2 CM2g-1) due to its hydrogen content than that of bone 
(ILlp = 3.26xjO-2CM2g-1)' will mean the total dose to water is actually higher 
than for bone at energies of 4 MeV (Table 6.1). From the underdosing due to the 
difference in Z, a characteristic dose build-up region will be seen extending into 
the water as electronic equilibrium is restored. 
Air cavities surrounded by soft tissue (water) within a phantom will not atten- 
uate the X-ray beam as much as the same phantom with no air cavity present since 
the water has a greater mass attenuation coefficient. The total mass attenuation 
coefficients for both water and air are shown in Table 6.1. 
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However, air cavities cause a reduction in the scattered radiation and can 
cause a reduction in secondary electron fluence [72], this is called lateral electron 
disequilibrium. The result can be that dose at the distal surface is sometimes lower 
than if the air cavity were not present. As electronic equilibrium is restored, a 
dose build-up region into the absorber beyond the low-density region is observed. 
Several research groups have measured the effect of air cavities in tissue equivalent 
materials using a variety of dosimetric techniques (73,74,75,76,771 78,79,80]. 
Results indicate that the dose at the distal side of the air cavity can be up to 15% 
less than if the air cavity were not present. Wong et al. (1996) (72] compared the 
underdosing in the presence of air cavities with the calculated treatment plans of 
the same geometry. As expected discrepancies occurred between measured and 
calculated data since treatment planning algorithms use simplified algorithms to 
compensate for low-density regions [7, p. 152]. 
Compound/mixture Z 1L/p(Compton) p/p(Total) 
Cortical bone 10-80 2.98 3.26 
Macor 10-96 2.86 3.13 
Water 7.22 3.22 3.40 
Air 7.20 2.90 3.08 
Table 6.1: Partial and total interaction coefficients calculated using Xcom. Macor 
composition is taken from RS data sheet 232-5418 and bone data from ICRU44. 
Air is assumed to consist of 80% nitrogen and 20% oxygen. 
This chapter examines the possibilities of using the PAC dosimeter to map 
dose distributions beyond such inhomogeneities as air cavities and simulated bone. 
The advantages of using a PAG for these measurements are: (i) there are no 
perturbation effects from the dosimeter as with other dosimetric methods; (ii) 
submillimetre resolution can be achieved; (iii) dose measurement begins directly 
at the interface and (iv) Each single-shot measurement acquires a number of 2-D 
slices simultaneously, as opposed to multiple, time consuming, spot measurements. 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, adjacent materials of different magnetic suscep- 
tibilities cause variations in the magnetic field thus causing artefacts in the MRI 
images. This must be born in mind when imaging PAGs with differing density 
media embedded within them. 
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6.2 Dose distributions around dense media 
Choosing a material to simulate the radiation effects of bone is not simple. 
Bone itself is not a homogeneous structure and there are bones with different 
densities throughout the human body. Cortical bone [71, p. 221 has a density of 
1.92 g CM-3 whilst the yellow marrow [71, p. 221 has a density of 0.98 g CM-3. ICRU 
report 44 [71] lists suitable materials which can be used to create bone phantoms. 
The chemical compatibility, porosity (residual oxygen) and MRI suitability must 
also be taken into account when choosing 'bone-like' materials for insertion into 
the PAG. 
6.2.1 Method 
PAG Phantom 
A number of attempts were made at inserting materials into the PAG. Plaster 
of Paris moulds inhibited the polymerisation reaction possibly due to residual 
oxygen. PTFE inserts also inhibited the polymerisation reaction, this was thought 
to be a chemical reaction with the PAG since it is unlikely that residual oxygen was 
the culprit. The material of choice, although not listed in the ICRU-44 report, was 
Macor machineable glass ceramic (Macor, RS components Ltd, UK). Macor has 
a density of 2.1 gCM-3, is non-porous and has no observable chemical effect upon 
the PAG dosimeter. From Table 6.1 it can be seen that the attenuating properties 
of Macor are similar to that of cortical bone when compared to the attenuating 
properties of water for the same energy. For this reason, similar overdosing and 
underdosing effects are expected. 
A block of Macor machineable glass ceramic (lOxlOx4O) MM3 was positioned 
centrally and horizontal in a 200 ml PVC bottle (Nalgene, Fisher scientific) by 
suspending it with cotton thread. Tile bottle was filled with 100 grams (89 ml) 
of PAG dosimeter and allowed to gel. 
Irradiation of the phantom was performed on the same day as manufacture. 
The vessel was placed in an 18 cm. round water bath on the couch of a Philips 
75/5 linac. Using a gantry angle of 180 degrees the sample received 400 monitor 
units from a (10x1O) CM2 square X-ray field at a FSD of 100 cm. 
Imaging was performed two days later using the Siemens MRI scanner as 
described in Section 3.2 using the head coil. The sample was positioned so that 
_I 
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Figure 6.1: Diagram showing the 'Macor-phantom' experimental set-up. 
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Figure 6.2: MRI R2 parameter maps showing: a) the slice containing i lic 
block and b) a control slice away from and with little effect from the Macor block. 
The white lines represent the data extraction profiles used for analysis. 
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the cylindrical axis was parallel to the bore of the magnet and the Macor block 
horizontal. The multi-spin echo sequence was used to acquire the images required 
for T2 construction. A coronal image was acquired centred upon the Macor block. 
A second coronal slice was acquired in a region where there was no Macor block. 
Monte Carlo simulation 
A Monte Carlo simulation using the EGS-4 code has been written (courtesy 
of Mathew Willis, University of Surrey, UK)) showing a simplified geometry of 
the attenuation of 4 MeV -y-ray photons through a 10 mm thick Macor block. 
Since the X-ray beam of the linac comprises of a range of energies, it is expected 
that the simulation will not be consistent with the PAG response. However, it is 
expected that the simulation will show any under-dose or over-dose effects which 
are predicted by theory. 80 million particles were used leading to a run time of 
35 hours on a 486 PC operating at 90 MHz. 
Treatment Plan simulation 
To demonstrate the potential short comings of a conventional treatment plan- 
ning system, a plan of the Macor phantom was performed using the Target2 
treatment planning system. Fifty-six CT (Siemens, Somatomplus 24) slices were 
acquired across the PAG sample with a resolution of (1 x 1) mm - the central axis 
slice being used for dose calculations. A (10 x 10) cm 26 MV simulated X-ray field 
was centred on the phantom using the same beam geometry as when irradiated. 
The CT numbers are used to calculate the relative electron densities through- 
out the volume which are used to calculate the dose distribution throughout the 
sample. The treatment plan was normalised to the dose maximum. 
6.2.2 Results and Analysis 
Figure 6.2(a) and (b) are MRI R2 parameter maps of the phantom containing 
the Macor glass block. (a) is a slice containing the Macor block and (b) is a slice 
in the region of the sample without the block, and is referred to as the control 
slice, since it exhibits the radiation attenuation due to the PAG only with little 
effect from the Macor block. The light regions correspond to high degrees of 
polymerisation (high dose) and conversely the dark regions to lower degrees of 
polymerisation. The slice thickness of each image was 5 mm. A resolution of 0.13 
mm pixel size was obtained - the highest resolution achievable on the Siemens 
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scanner. 
A calibration curve was not obtained for the sample. Calibration of the sam- 
ple was performed using the following assumptions: a) a zero dose region would 
exhibit an R2 of (1.2±0.2) s-'; b) the attenuation of the PAG is the same as for 
water and c) the dose response is linear. This is not ideal, but with the current 
preparation techniques samples are limited to approximately 200 ml due to the 
height of the glove-box. It was not always p ossible to make enough gel for both 
the experiment and the calibration. 
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Figure 6.3: Plot showing the vertical extracted regions of the control slice (Fig- 
ure 6.3). The dashed line shows the R2 value corresponding to a depth of 30 
MM. 
With the above assumptions, the calculated d,,,,,, of a water sample should be 
at 1.5 cm depth [48, p. 40]. However, d ...... is not used as a 'known' dose since the 
effects of oxygen diffusing through the vessel walls are not known (to be explained 
I ater). A known depth dose level in water can be calculated from Figure 4.9 in 
Chapter 4. From Figure 4.9 it can be seen that at 30 mm depth the relative dose 
is 95% of d,,,,,, which is consistent with BIR beam data for a 6MV beam of this 
field size [48, p. 90]. From the profile extracted from the control slice the R2 value 
at 30 mrn depth is found to be 1.95 s-1. The straight line plot between the two 
points (R2 at zero dose and R2 at 30 mm dose) yields an R2 - dose relationship 
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of: 
R2 
= 0.19D + 1.2 s-1 (6.1) 
Vertical regions (shown as white lines in Figure 6.2) have been extracted from 
Figure 6.2 and averaged across each sample to increase signal-to-noise. The ex- 
tracted R2 values have been converted to relative dose, using Equation 6.1, and 
are plotted in Figure 6.4. 
The MC simulation data have been normalised to the 1.5 cm depth value of the 
control slice. The MC data has been overlaid onto the PAG data for comparison 
and is also displayed in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4: Graph showing the relative dose across the PAG phantom using both 
the measured PAG data and a simplified Monte Carlo simulation. The position 
of the Macor block is shown which gives zero NMR signal. 
Analysis of Figure 6.4 shows the following effects: 
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1. In the first 10 mm a dose build up is observed from both the simulation 
and the measured values. This is consistent with theory since electronic 
equilibrium will not be reached until a depth is reached whereby the number 
of electrons leaving the substance are equal to the number entering. From 
BIR data (48] the d ..... , in water for a6 MV X-ray beam is at 1.5 cm. The 
proximity of the 1.5 cm d,,, x point to the observed over-dose 
(discussed in 
the next section) due to the Macor block masks its true position. However, 
polymerisation close to vessel walls is lower than expected. Given that 
this is also true in the direction perpendicular to the incident radiation, we 
hypothesise that oxygen diffusing into the container from outside may have 
had an inhibiting effect. It is thus not clear that the build-up effect seen is 
solely due to radiation effects alone, but may contain an effect from diffusing 
oxygen. 
2. Between 14 and 16 mm there is a build-up effect. It is thought that this arises 
from the increased backscatter of electrons from the Macor block (higher Z 
than PAG). The PAC signal build-up is approximately 20 % compared to 
the PAG control slice. The MC simulation shows an 11 % build-up next to 
the Macor block compared to its control slice. Although this discrepancy is 
Telatively small and may be increased due to a noise component, an expla- 
nation of the difference may be made by commenting upon the difference 
in energies of the linac beam and the 4 MV simulated photons. The linac 
X-ray beam consists of a broad spectrum of energies up to 6MV including 
many low energy X-rays. Since the effects of backscatter tend to increase 
with decreasing photon energy, a large backscatter contribution may arise 
form the low energy photons within the beam. 
3. Within the Macor block, for a depth of 10 mm, no signal is observed in 
the measured data since Macor gives very little NMR signal. In a clinical 
situation the absorbed dose to bone would be significant. As yet, three 
dimensional dosimeters with bone-like characteristics do not exist. However, 
the simulation shows a lower absorbed dose to Macor as predicted from the 
total mass attenuation coefficients given in Table 6.1. 
4. At approximately 26 mm an underdose is observed at the second Macor-PAG 
interface extending into the PAG. Again, electronic equilibrium is restored as 
the photons re-enter the PAG thus causing a characteristic build-up effect. 
However, when compared to the respective control slice, an underdose is 
observed in the PAG closest to the Macor block. The MC simulation agrees 
with the PAG by also showing this underdose effect but is somewhat difficult 
to observe in the simulation due to being obscured by the noise. 
The MRI R2 parameter map of Figure 6.2 has been smoothed using a (5x5) 
mean smoothing filter to reduce the effects of noise. The IDL contouring routine 
was used to construct a colour-filled isodose map. The colour isodose map was 
exported to PowerPoint (Microsoft) for analysis. 
The results from central slice of the treatment plan have been digitised using 
an image scanner. PowerPoint was used to 'clean-up' the image and to set a 
transparent background. The isodose map is shown in Figure 6.5 with the isodose 
curves of the treatment plan overlaid. The position of the Macor block has been 
used to align and scale the two dose maps. 
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Figure 6.5: MRI R2 parameter map of the Macor PAG phantom overlaid with 
isodose curves generated using the Target2 planning system using the same pro- 
tocols as when irradiating on the linac. The quality of the treatment plan isodose 
curves has suffered from the scanning process and subsequent analysis. Labels 
indicating the 100 % and 85 % isodose curves are shown for clarity. 
The results of the treatment plan are difficult to compare with the MRI dose 
data because of the display limitations of the Target2 treatment planning system. 
It is difficult to comment upon to what extent the treatment planning system 
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agrees with the PAC phantom. The treatment plan data shows a dose build 
up as electronic equilibrium is established within the phantom. The position of 
the dose maximum of the treatment plan agrees well with the PAG sample. As 
expected, the treatment plan does not show evidence of overdose or underdose 
regions around the inhomogeneity. When using CT data, the Target2 treatment 
planning system corrects for inhomogeneities using two methods [7, p. 1521: a) a 
pixel-by-pixel method. The relative electron densities are used to calculate an 
equivalent tissue thickness for each pixel and b) by a power law correction where 
the ratio of the different 'tissue-air-ratios' are raised to a power dependent upon 
the elctron densities of the tissues involved. 
6.2.3 Discussion 
A potential source of error has emerged during this study and is particular to 
the experimental design. The MRI R2 parameter map (Figure 6.5) shows evidence 
of dose reduction close to the vessel walls. These edge effects are thought to arise 
from oxygen contamination due to leakage of atmospheric oxygen through the 
vessel walls. These effects are not have thought to have impaired the extracted 
data close to the centre of the vessel where the regions of interest for this experi- 
ment are found. As a result of this experiment, it is recommended that the PVC 
vessels are not used for subsequent sample preparation. 
6.2.4 Conclusion 
Macor machineable glass ceramic has increased Compton and total attenuation 
effects compared to cortical bone. However, the attenuation properties of Macor 
with respect to water are comparable to that of bone if the dose distributions 
around such inhomogeneities are to be shown. Since Macor is non-porous, there 
is not a problem of a residual oxygen effect from the material. 
PAG dosimetry provides a convenient method of showing the dose distribu- 
tions around a dense inhomogeneity with high spatial resolution (-0.13 mm). 
Complex inhomogeneities may be machined out of Macor and the corresponding 
dose distributions recorded. To achieve this by other dosimetric methods would 
prove extremely difficult. 
It is recommended that alternative treatment planning systems to Target2 are 
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used for comparison with PAC samples simply due to the lack of data analysis 
tools and output formats that are available. 
6.3 Dose distributions beyond air cavities 
The beginning of this chapter discussed the effects of the air cavities and the 
subsequent dose distribution beyond them. This experiment, again utilises the 
three dimensional properties of the PAG dosimeter and the high spatial resolution. 
It also makes use of the fact that the PAC does not perturb the radiation field by 
its presence (bar its attenuating and scattering properties similar to water which 
are wanted). 
It is possible to construct phantoms with air filled glass vessels placed in the 
PAG. The problem with this arrangement is that the glass walls interfere with the 
response of the PAG compared to an air cavity where the glass was not present. 
6.3.1 Method 
PAG Phantom 
To insert an air cavity directly into a PAG has proved to be a difficult opera- 
tion. Many trials were performed on gelatin-only (non-toxic) phantoms. 
The first method of introducing air cavities was to insert a syringe needle con- 
nected to an OFN supply directly into the phantom. When the OFN is turned on, 
OFN is injected into the gel thus causing an air cavity to be produced. However, 
when the needle is retracted, the track left in the gel provides an easy escape for 
OFN - the cavity deflates. This was performed at various gelling temperatures 
but failed to achieve anything. 
OFN bubbles were created using PVC film (Clingfilm). The film is folded 
around a syringe needle with OFN passing through it. Air bubbles can be suc- 
cessfully formed and sealed by tying cotton thread around the entry point. Al- 
though this was not strictly speaking an air cavity, problems were encountered 
in tethering the bubbles to the phantom vessels; bubbles would 'break-free' and 
float to the surface when liquid PAG is added. 
OFN columnswere created by inserting a bar of material (PVC, PTFE, alu- 
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minium), with a hole drilled centrally throughout its length, into the gel prior to 
gelling. After gelation the bar was retracted at the same time as blowing OFN 
down the central hole (so as not to create a void) thus leaving a column of OFN. 
The problem with this technique was the 'clinging' of the gel to the walls of the 
material to be retracted. As a result, the walls collapsed or bits of gel fell into 
the column. 
The method finally adopted was much simpler and more reliable than the any 
of the above techniques. 
36mm 
50mm 
1. Decant gel into flask and seal 2. PAG gels with flask laying down 
I 35mm I 
X-ray field 
(5x5) and JNIO)crý 
3. Flask when upright and immersed in water gives a water - nitrogen - PAG interface 
Figure 6.6: Schematic showing the preparation of an air cavity using a round 
bottom flask (diameter 86mm) immersed in a water bath 
Two samples (a) and (b) of PAC dosimeter were manufactured and decanted 
into 250 ml short-neck round bottom glass flask (Quickfit, Fisher scientific, UK. ). 
Each flask was filled with approximately 180 ml (200 grams) of PAC and sealed 
using the appropriate Quickfit glass seal. Parafilin was wrapped around the glass 
seal for extra sealing security. Using a cork ring, each flask was placed on its 
side and submerged in an ice water bath to allow the PAC to gel. This method 
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produces a phantom which, when stood upright, has one hemisphere filled with gel 
and the other hemisphere filled with nitrogen (simulating an air cavity) providing 
a large surface area of nitrogen-gel interface. When submerged in a water bath, 
a water-'air'-PAG interface is created. A schematic of the preparation technique 
is shown in Figure 6.6. 
Samples (a) and (b) were positioned on the couch of a Philips 75/5 linac 
with the interface parallel to the cross-section of the X-ray field as shown in 
Figure 6.6. The linac gantry angle was set to 90' and the X-ray field centred on 
the geometrical centre of the phantom such that the radiation beam enters the air 
cavity prior to the active polymer gel. Field sizes of (10xlO) cm 2 and (5x5) CM2 
were used to irradiate phantoms (a) and (b) respectively. Each sample received 
400 monitor units with a FSD of 100 ern to the water bath. 
Each sample was positioned vertically in the head coil of the Siemens MRI 
scanner. The multi-spin echo sequence was used to acquire a5 mm. coronal slice 
centred on the circumference of the flask. 
Monte Carlo simulation 
A Monte Carlo simulation was performed using the BEAM code [81] running 
on a Pentium 11 PC 400 MHz PC at Velindre hospital, Cardiff. The electron 
cut-off energy was 521 keV and the photon cut-off energy 10 keV. A diagnostic 
CT scanner (GE HiSpeed CT/i) was used to acquire 48 slices across the sample 
immersed in the water bath. All the slices were used to calculate the Monte Carlo 
simulation. The (IOXIO) CM2 field simulated 200 million particle histories whilst 
the (5 x 5) CM2 field simulated 70 million particles leading to run times of 24 hours 
and 8.4 hours respectively. 
Treatment Plan simulation 
A treatment plan of the phantom geometry was performed using the Helax 
TMS 4.0 treatment planning system based at Velindre hospital, Cardiff (courtesy 
of Peter Love). The CT data used for the Monte Carlo simulation was also used 
to calculate the treatments plans, on a pixel by pixel basis, using a (5x5) and 
(10x1O) cm' X-ray field size. 
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Figure 6.7: Photograph shoxing the polyinerised region of' it sample irradialcd 
with a (5x5) cm 2 X-ray field. The dashed line indicates the direction of the MRI 
imaging plane. 
6.3.2 Results 
Figure 6.7 is a photograph of the phantom irradiated using a (5 x 5) cm2 X_ 
ray field. The photograph is taken looking along the path of the irradiating field. 
This clearly shows the polymerised (white) profile of the square X-ray field (albeit 
slightly off centre). 
Figure 6.8 shows the calculated R2 parameter maps of (a) the phantom irradi- 
ated by the (IOX10) CM2 field and (b) the phantom irradiated by the (5x5) CM2 
X-ray field. 
Calibration 
Profiles in a horizontal direction were extracted from each R2 parameter map 
in Figure 6.8. Five profiles centred around the central axis of the PAG vessel 
were averaged to increase signal-to-noise. Calibration samples were not used for 
either of phantoms due to the limited amount of PAG which can be made in the 
current glove box. Instead an attempted post hoc calibration was performed with 
the following assumptions: a) zero dose corresponds to an R2 value of (1.2 ±0.2) 
S_ II b) the dose response to R2 is linear and c) the R2 values at a depth of 30 mm 
for both the (5 x 5) and (10X10) CM2 X-ray fields beyond the air cavity (where 
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Figure 6.8: Calculated R2 parameter maps showing the phantoms irradiated by 
a) the (10 x 10) cm' X-ray field and b) the (5 x 5) CM2 X-ray field. The white lines 
represent the profiles extracted to construct Figure 6.9. 
electronic equilibrium has been restored) corresponds to a relative dose of 79 % 
and 84 % of the dose at d,,,..,; in the PAG taken from the Monte Carlo simulation 
in Figure 6.9. Each profile was normalised to the d,,,,,, of the (10XIO) CM2 MC 
data and are plotted in Figure 6.9. 
Calculated dose calibration curves for the (5x5) and (10x1O) cm' fields are 
described by Equations 6.2 and 6.3 respectively. 
R2= 0.261D + 1.2 s-1 (6.2) 
R2= 0.286D + 1.2 s-1 (6-3) 
Simulations 
Rather than display the vast array of data obtained from the MC simulations, 
a central depth-dose line has been extracted from the data in the same way as 
was extracted from the MRI data in Figure 6.8. The profiles (normalised to the 
dmax of the (10 x 10) CM2 MC simulation) are plotted on Figure 6.9 for comparison 
with MRI R2 values extracted from Figure 6.8. 
The Helax TMS 4.0 treatment planning system can output the relative dose 
distribution as a two dimensional matrix with one millimetre resolution. The 
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treatment plans are not displayed, rather profiles have been extracted in the same 
way as for the Monte Carlo simulation from the central axis slice. The profiles 
have been normalised to the d,,,,,,, of the (10 x 10) cm' MC plot. Treatment plan 
data showing the dose distributions immediately after the air cavity are also shown 
in Figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9: A plot showing the relative dose through the PAG immediately follow- 
ing the air cavity. Shown are the measured R2 MRI data, the calculated Monte 
Carlo data and the treatment plan data. 
Analysis 
The (10 x 10) and (5 x 5) cm' data sets will be discussed seperately. 
(lox 10) cm' field The PAG data set exhibits a build-up region immediately 
beyond the air cavity as electronic equilibrium is restored. The peak is around 4 
mm into the PAG. The MC data also show a dose build-up region immediately 
beyond the air cavity as electronic equilibrium is established. This is consistent 
with radiation theory. The treatment plan calculation does not show a build-up 
ýYt 
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region since the algorithms used in the treatment planning system do not allow 
for this around inhomogeneous regions. At a depth of around 5 mrn and beyond, 
the MC and treatment plan data sets show good correlation with each other. The 
PAG data shows good correlation with the predicted data sets to around 20 mm. 
Following this, the measured data moves away from the predicted data showing 
up to 20 % difference at 40 mm depth. At present a reasonable conclusion for 
this discrepancy cannot be drawn. 
(5x5) cm' field As expected the measured PAC dose response and the simu- 
lations along the central axis of the (5x5) cm' fields are less than the(IOX10) 
CM2 fields duel to the decreased lateral scatter contribution in the smaller area 
beam. As with the (10X10) CM2, the PAC data and MC simulation demonstrate 
a build-up region immediately beyond the air cavity as electronic equilibrium is 
established. However, the dose build up region for both the PAC data and MC 
simulation data extends further into the PAG for this field size compared to the 
larger field size. This may again be explained by an increase in loss of electronic 
equilibrium due to the smaller field size as the air cavity is traversed by the radia- 
tion field. However, beyond this region the PAC data exhibits a sharp dose fall off 
not shown by either the MC or TP simulations. This effects cannot be attributed 
to any detrimental effects of oxygen since these regions are further away from any 
gaseous boundary. 
6.3.3 Discussion 
A number of sources of error in the experimental procedure may explain some 
of the discrepancies between the measured R2 MRI data and the Monte Carlo 
simulation. 
1. The water bath in which the samples were irradiated provide only 35 mm of 
backscatter beyond the phantom. This lack of backscatter may have had a 
significant effect upon the results from the PAG phantom and may to some 
extent explain the large fall off in dose exhibited beyond the air cavities. 
The results from the the treatment planning system do not show a decrease 
in dose due to a lack of backscatter since the Helax system does not correct 
for this. 
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2. The post hoc method of dose response calibration introduces a significant 
source of error into the data analysis. To increase calibration accuracy, 
each batch should be calibrated against its own calibration phantom as 
described in Section 4.2.3. However, even a different calibration curve would 
not significantly change the shape of the central axis dose curves of either 
phantom. 
3. The glass walls of the phantom are not ideal since they present different scat- 
ter characteristics to that of water and PAG thus affecting the surrounding 
dose. However, the glass walls are considered in the Monte Carlo simulation 
since the phantom data is acquired using a diagnostic CT scanner. 
4. The beam data used to calculate both the Monte Carlo and the Helax sim- 
ulation did not originate from the linac used to irradiate gels. Since the 
data from both the linac used to irradiate the samples and the linac used 
to acquire the simulation beam data agreed well with BIR data [48] along 
the central axis depthdose, the simulation data are thought to be of value 
when comparing to the central axis depthdose within the PAG phantoms. 
6.3.4 Conclusion 
The partial filling of a vessel, thus creating a large nitrogen/PAG interface, 
has provided a method of looking at the effects of radiation distributions beyond 
air cavities. The comparison between the measured PAG data, Monte Carlo 
simulation and a Helax treatment has shown some large discrepancies between 
the PAG and the two simulation methods. Oxygen is not thought to have had 
an effect upon the 'shape' of the measured profiles since the region of interest is 
far from any source of contamination. Monte Carlo is said to provide exceptional 
dose predictions. The Helax treatment planning system is used clinically and is 
often compared to measured data. Thus, in light of the results of the air-cavity 
experiments we conclude that the response of the PAG shows an unexpected 
erroneous response to radiation particularly when air cavities are introduced. 
It is fitting that the final experiment in this work should show anomalous 
readings which cannot directly be attributed to the effects of oxygen. This clearly 
demonstrates that further work is required in this area. It is unfortunate that 
there was not sufficient time left in the research program to undertake further 
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study into the air cavities and their anomalous effects upon the PAC gels. 
6.3.5 Final remarks 
This chapter has presented a method of inserting a dense media to represent 
bone and a method of inserting air cavities into a PAG dosimeter. By compari- 
son with Monte Carlo simulations and clinical treatment planning systems, both 
methods have been evaluated. Whilst the Macor (bone) insert provided a response 
within the PAG dosimeter to radiation consistent with theory and simulations, the 
air cavities gave a somewhat anomalous result which cannot be directly attributed 
to the detrimental effects of oxygen. 
Developing a PAC phantom with both dense media and air cavities may be 
possible by utilising variants of the above methods. The PAC response, and 
subsequent comparison to Monte Carlo and treatment planning simulations would 
prove highly interesting. 
Development of anthropomorphic phantoms using a stable PAG dosimeter may 
ultimately provide a method of validating the response of treatment planning 
systems. Whilst Monte Carlo simulations are classed as the 'gold-standard' in 
simulations, the computational time is very slow. However, much further work is 
still required to understand the response of the polymer gel dosimeter. 
Chapter 7 
Thesis summary 
The bulk of the work detailed in this thesis has been concerned with estab- 
lishing a reliable manufacturing technique of a polymer gel dosimeter at the Uni- 
versity of Surrey. A major problem encountered during manufacture has been 
the detrimental effect of oxygen. This has led to an investigation that aims to 
quantify the oxygen effect. To our knowledge, this is the first time such a study 
has been performed. Confidence in our ability to make the dosimeters has led 
to a study in which inhomogeneous regions are inserted into the gel. It is hoped 
that the preliminary work may lead to the production of true anthropomorphic 
inhomogeneous dosimetry phantoms. 
Three dimensional gel dosimetry is still in its infancy. The BANG recipe, for 
which all PAG phantoms prepared in this thesis were based, was published only in 
1994. The first conference dedicated to gel dosimetry, Dosgel'99, highlighted some 
of the problems of the BANG type gel such as: long term stability [82], risk assess- 
ment [83], temperature changes in irradiated dosimeters [84], wall materials for 
containment vessels [67] and non-uniformity problems with large phantoms [851. 
Coupled with the oxygen inhibition during manufacture as studied, it appears 
that a number of variables contribute towards the PAG performance. 
Implementation of a successful PAC making procedure at the University of 
Surrey has led to published research which, it is hoped, will contribute to a full 
characterisation. of the system. The oxygen diffusion study of Chapter 5 demon- 
strates that the effect of oxygen is not an all-or-nothing process. The results 
indicate that a range of low levels of oxygen give rise to varying levels of oxygen 
inhibition. The diffusion of oxygen in the PAC post preparation can have a dev- 
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astating effect on the PAG. The quantitative results given in Chapter 5 can help 
identify whether potentially anomalous results are oxygen related or not. 
Confidence in keeping low levels of oxygen during our PAC making procedure 
led to the bold step of positioning air cavities and dense media into the PAC and 
observing the dose distributions around them extending into the PAG. The results 
of this work are two-fold. On the one hand, it demonstrates that it is possible 
to include inhomogeneous volumes into the gel and observe the expected dose 
patterns immediately around them. On the other hand however, it has shown 
that PAG dosimetry does give dose patterns which cannot currently be explained. 
It is hoped that the inclusion of inhomogeneous regions into the gel be fully 
explored with view to creating realistic anthropomorphic dosimetry phantoms. 
Gel dosimetry using PAG dosimeters based upon the BANG type gels has 
proved to be a troublesome process. High sensitivity to oxygen and amongst 
other variables and the associated toxic dangers contribute to the undesirable 
features of the dosimeter. That said, the PAG dosimeter has demonstrated some 
qualities which can not be found with any other dosimeteric technique such as: 
" dose distributions in three dimensions; 
" high spatial resolution - typically less than one millimetre; 
" no unwanted perturbation effects of the radiation field; 
" soft tissue equivalence due to the high water content; 
" dosimetry begins immediately at a PAG interface. 
We believe that the plus points of PAG dosimetry far outweigh the negative. 
7.1 Experimental improvements 
Although the current PAC preparation technique at the University of Surrey 
is able to produce active PAC dosimeters, it is limited by the size of dosimeter 
that can be produced. The physical dimensions of the glove box restrict the use 
of a beaker in excess of 300 ml when placed on the hotplate. When performing 
the OFN washing of the water, the glove box limits the assembly (Dreschel head 
in conical flask) to 250 ml. A taller glove box is required to manufacture larger 
PAC phantoms. With a larger glove box, calibration phantoms would be able to 
be made for each phantom and relative dose distributions calculated. 
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Baldock et al. [861 and Love et al. [85] have reported of a promising material to 
be used for containment vessels of PAC dosimeters. Barex (BP chemicals Ltd. ) is 
a thin soft-tissue equivalent material with excellent oxygen barrier properties [67]. 
Both Baldock et al. and Love et al. have used thermoforming techniques to mould 
the Barex sheets into anthropomorphic volumes containing 3 to 4 litres of PAC. 
Custavsson et al. [87] have developed Barex head shaped phantoms with a trachea. 
Embedding dense regions into the phantoms to mimic bone would further increase 
the value of the PAC phantom technique. However, these large samples have 
caused large non-uniformity problems when imaged using MRI [85]. 
7.2 Ultimate goal 
The ultimate aim of radiotherapy is to deliver a uniform dose to the target 
volume whilst minimising the dose to surrounding healthy tissue. To achieve this, 
more oncology centres are moving towards conformal radiotherapy in which the 
high dose volume conforms better to the turnour volume. However, dose verifica- 
tion in such regimes is presenting a problem. Three-dimensional dosimeters aim 
to provide a solution to this problem. Also, the construction of anthropomorphic 
phantoms filled with active PAG would enable complex treatment regimes to be 
verified. A number of properties can be laid out which describe the properties 
that an ideal three-dimensional dosimeter should have: 
" Soft tissue equivalent - perhaps with the ability to also mimic bone. 
" Safe to handle - non-toxic. 
" Good linear dose response over a wide range (0 - 10+ Gy). 
" Repeatable from batch to batch. 
0 Cheap read out system - e. g., optical CT. 
" Easy to manufacture. 
" Not affected by ambient conditions i. e., not temperature and oxygen con- 
centrations. 
* Absolute dosimetry! 
At present, these properties are not completely realised using the PAG dosime- 
ter based upon the BANG formulation. 
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Appendix A 
* **** * *** ********* ****** * ** ***** *** **** ** 
Calculating R2 data 
; ******for oxygen diffusion studies******* 
; Assume te values have been extracted from the header 
; The raw data is in a three dimensional array called RAW 
; calculate R2 values 
; calculate log of pixel intensities 
datalog = fltarr(220,7, finish) 
datalog (where(RAW ne 0)) = alog(RAW (where(RAW ne OM 
result = fltarr(220,7,2) 
; calculate slope of -te against log of pixel intensities 
for x =0,219 do begin 
print, x 
for y=0,6 do begin 
if datalog[x, y, Ol gt alog(50) then result[x, y, *] 
= svdfit(-te, reform(datalog(x, y, *)), 2) 
r2image = result [*, *, ll 
endfor 
endfor 
; output the R2 parameter map - r2image 
write-idld, 1100. idldl, r2image 
end 
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